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About ATMECE

ATME College of Engineering (ATMECE), Mysuru, established in the year 2010, is 
approved by AICTE, New Delhi and affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University, 
Belagavi, Karnataka. The ATME Trust was founded by Er. L. Arun Kumar and a group of 
like-minded people to bring out Industry-Ready professionals, new generation of 
entrepreneurs to address the demands of an ever increasing global market. The vision 
of the trust is to create an educational hub that churns out professionals imbibed 
with values, heritage and culture.

ATMECE is accredited by NBA for Civil Engineering, Electronic & Communication, 
Electrical & Electronics and Mechanical Engineering Courses. ATMECE is an ISO 
9001-2015 certified college and is awarded with “The Best Emerging Private 
Engineering College in Karnataka” and “Most Promising upcoming Private 
Engineering College in Karnataka” for two consecutive years.

ATMECE believes in imparting holistic education where the student community is the 
focal point of the learning process. The college offers a motivating environment for 
knowledge assimilation with a sense of social responsibility and human values.
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Vision & Mission of ATMECE

Development of academically excellent, culturally vibrant, socially responsible and 
globally competent human resources.

Vision

● To keep pace with advancements in knowledge and make the students competitive 
   and capable at the global level.
● To create an environment for the students to acquire the right physical, intellectual, 
   emotional and moral foundations and shine as torchbearers of tomorrow’s society.
● To strive to attain ever-higher benchmarks of educational excellence.

Mission



It is heartening to note that ATME College of Engineering, Mysore is hosting the 
International Conference on “Recent Trends in Science & Technology” (ICRTST-2021) in 
association with The Institution of Engineers(India) and The Institution of Electronics 
& Telecommunication Engineers on 08-09 July 2021.

ATME College has been bringing out Industry-Ready professionals and entrepreneurs 
to address the demands of an ever increasing global market. It has also been putting 
its effort in creating educational hubs that stir up professionals imbibed with values, 
heritage and culture.

I am sure that this Conference will provide a platform to the academicians, industry 
professionals, researchers, scholars and students to bring out their innovative ideas 
in science and technology. This Conference will also bridge the gap between industry 
and academia. I am confident that the participants will widen their knowledge-base 
through their active participation in the Conference. The recommendations will be 
useful for all concerned stakeholders, policy makers and implementing agencies.

I convey my hearty greetings to the organizers and wish the Conference a grand 
success.

Er. Narendra Singh, FIE

President, 
Institution of Engineers (India)
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It is my honour and privilege to extend heartiest greetings and warm welcome on 
behalf of the Institution of Engineers (India), Karnataka State Centre for the 
International Conference on “Recent Trends in Science and Technology” being jointly 
organised with ATME College of Engineering, Mysuru on 8-9 July 2021.

Science and technology dominate every aspect of our lives. Our day-to-day activities 
would be unrecognizable without the constant forward march of technological 
advancement we’ve had as a society. Science and technology have a tremendous 
impact in today’s society. The scientific and technical advances translate into new 
products of mass consumption that have helped increase the average life span of 
humans on this planet.

The beauty of technological advancement is that it builds upon itself. For millennia, 
human beings largely lived the way their parents, grandparents, and so on lived. Now, 
we expect that our children will lead significantly healthier, more productive, more 
enjoyable lifestyles because of the acceleration of technological development
In essence, the purpose of science is to create knowledge and that of technology is to
translate scientific knowledge into products and processes.

I congratulate Dr. Parthasarathy L, Organising Chair, ICRTST 2021 and Professor  Head,
Department of Electrical &amp; Electrical Engineering for taking forward ATMECE in 
the National and International level and appreciate the initiative taken by him for 
organising this International Conference.

I am sure this International Conference will provide a significant forum for exchange 
of ideas and experience on the theme of the Conference and other thrust and 
emergent areas. I wish the Conference a grand success. I also wish the participants a 
pleasant stay at Mysuru for these two days.

Er. Jasmail Singh, FIE, FIWWA

Chairman, IE(I),
Karnataka State Centre
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It is indeed a matter of pleasure that ATME College of Engineering, Mysuru in 
association with Institute of Engineers (India) (IEI) is organizing its second “ 
International Conference on Recent Trends in Science and Technology (ICRTST-2021) 
from 8 th July 2021.

Holding of Conference is one of important of the activities of all academic institutions 
of higher learning as this would bring together persons from different institutions 
and industries. ICRTST-2021 focuses mainly on networking people with similar 
interests to catalyze collaborative work and to offer solutions to societal problems at 
large.

My best wishes to the Management, Principal, Faculty, Non-teaching staff, Editorial 
team and also students of this college and congratulate for their efforts in bringing 
out this Conference Proceedings in a very innovative manner.

Dr. A.S. Deshpande

Registrar
Visvesvaraya Technological University
Belagavi, India
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It gives me great pleasure ti convey my wishes to ATME College of Engineering, Mysuru 
for organising 2 nd International conference on Recent Trends in Science and 
Technology (ICRTST-2021) on 8 th and 9 th July 2021.

ATME College of Engineering has emerged as prominent institute offering quality
Engineering education. It is a great initiative by the Management of ATMECE to 
organise international Conference on virtual mode and encourage Researchers, 
Academicians and students community.

I would like to express my congratulations, appreciation and gratitude to all 
participants, authors for their contribution to ICRTST-2021 conference. I would like to 
acknowledge the organising committee and wish the program a grand success.

Dr. Syed Shakeeb Ur Rahman

Executive Council Member,
VTU, Belagavi
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Greetings to ATME College of Engineering, Mysuru. First and foremost, 
Congratulations to the entire ATMECE Team for organizing its 2nd International 
Conference on Recent Trends in Science & Technology(ICRTST)-2021.

I believe that the event will strengthen the collaboration and provide a forum for 
Industry professionals, Academicians, Research Scholars, students to discuss and 
exchange their research results, innovative ideas, and experiences in all aspects of 
science and technology.

Further, such a platform is essential to identify emerging research topics and define 
the future directions to achieve sustainable development in the era of industry 4.0. 
The college has been doing extremely well in academics, Research and has achieved 
many distinguished laurels in a short span. I wish much more success to the
institution in its endeavors

Dr. Shyam Vasudev
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Director,
Forus Health, Pvt. Ltd,
Bangaluru



All praise is to Almighty God, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful for his Grace in 
facilitating the organization of International Conference on Recent Trends in Science 
and Technology (ICRTST-2021). We are delighted to welcome everyone to the ICRTST 
2021 with intended to discuss innovative ideas of Academicians, Industry 
professionals, Researchers, Scholars and Students in Science and Technology. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted almost every aspect of our lives. To acclimatise to a 
new normal, it is crucial to start nurturing creativity towards providing mankind with 
better designed, human-centred technologies. Now, more than ever, innovators must 
shoulder the burden of assisting mankind in making better decisions for a more 
prepared and sustainable future.

I will be sharing a keynote address on the journey of Internet of Things as a part of 
Industrial Revolution 4.0 that inline with the current trends. As many technology 
nowadays more apply the IoT as a new way of data configuration, control and 
acquisitionit consists of device with embedded sensors that connected and 
communicate with the applications using internet. This device can be wirelessly 
control and monitor from anywhere in the world thorugh internet. As the use of IoT 
system nowadays is increasing rapidly, there is a need to ensure the reliability of the 
system by validating and verifying the system to ensure its performance and 
robustness especially when dealing with critical data like healthcare and 
mission-critical data. There is no standard in ensuring the system as different IoT 
developers or vendors having their own mechanism to check its realibility and 
robustness.

I invited to this conference, are continuously committed to this effort transpired 
through the ICRTST 2021 event. I would like to express my utmost appreciation for your 
invitation. My gratitude whose commitments are much appreciated.

I hope you find ICRTST 2021 both enjoyable and informative. Until we meet again in 
person, take care and stay safe.

Dr. Mohd Helmy ABD Wahab

UNIVERSITI TUN HUSSEN ONN,
MALAYSIA
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It is a matter of pride that ATME College of Engineering is organizing second edition of
International Conference on Research Trends in Science &amp; Technology (ICRTST) 
on 8 th and 9th  of July 2021.

ICRTST provides an insight into the recent research and cutting-edge technologies, 
which gains immense interest with the enthusiastic presence of young and brilliant 
researchers and talented student communities.

ICRTST aims to bring together, a multi-disciplinary group of scientists and engineers 
from all over the world to present and exchange break-through ideas in recent trends. 
I hope that this conference will allow the participants a productive discussion in 
aspiring excellence in research. It promotes top level research thus making 
discussions, presentations more internationally competitive and focusing attention 
on the recent outstanding achievements.

I congratulate the entire organising team for their effort to make this Conference a 
reality amid COVID 19 pandemic. I wish them great success in conduction of the event.

Mr. L. Arun Kumar

Chairman, 
ATME College of Engineering,
Mysuru
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ATME College of Engineering is hosting 2nd International Conference on Recent Trends 
in Science and Technology ICRTST-2021 on 8th & 9th of July 2021 at
ATMECE, Mysuru.

The conference is intended to provide a key platform for the development of 
Academicians, Researchers and Industry Experts with international and diversified 
knowledge experiences. It promotes the highest utilization of research knowledge in 
the field of science and technology.

I extend my words of appreciation to Organizing committee for their extensive effort 
in organizing this conference. I welcome all the participants and convey my best 
wishes for ICRTST-2021.

Dr. L. Basavaraj

Principal, 
ATME College of Engineering,
Mysuru

Principal,
ATMECE, Mysuru
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Computation of Dimensionless Propagation Parameters of LP11 

Mode of W-type fibers: a Numerical Approach 

PIUSA PRATIKSHYA PRADHAN1, HIRANMAYEE MOHAPATRA2  
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C. V. Raman Global University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India -752054 
1Email ID: pratikshyapradhan94@gmail.com 
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Abstract: A numerical method for the propagation parameters of the LP11 mode of W-type or double-

clad fibers has been developed. This method may be applicable for higher order mode fibers which 

find various applications in photonic devices. 

Keywords: W-type fibers, propagation  parameters, LP11 mode. 

 

 

Oxyserve: Oxygen conservation device via PWM flux control 
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Abstract: India is going through an unprecedented oxygen crisis under the outbreak of second wave of 

COVID-19. An individual on hypoxemia due to COVID 19 requires an average of 86000L of medical 

oxygen daily. One of the major flaw of continuous flow devices during oxygen therapy is more than 

half of the oxygen is wasted during the dead space and exhalation period of respiratory cycle. We 

have developed a Pulse Width Modulated flux control oxygen conservation device ‘Oxyserve’.  Flow 

simulation of the valve has been done in Solidworks. Previously demand delivery and pendant type 

oxygen conservation devices were conceptualized and attempted but not specifically for Covid19. In 

Oxyserve, a simplistic design, dynamic monitoring of respiratory rate and a closed loop SpO2 to 

oxygen flow algorithm could help to optimize the requirement of oxygen decreasing the load on the 

healthcare system. 

Keywords: Pulse width modulation; SpO2; FiO2; Covid19; hypoxemia; oxygen conservator; 

respiratory rate 
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Abstract: The multifunctionality of ZnO has led to its recognition as a material of great potential in 

the field of nanotechnology. Owing to the various disadvantages associated with the synthesis of ZnO 

nanoparticles through conventional physical and chemical methods, there is a growing need for eco-

friendly methods suitable for large-scale production. Along these lines, the biosynthesis of 

nanoparticles, especially from plant extracts, is gaining popularity as a more suitable alternative 

among researchers. Even though biosynthesis of ZnO nanoparticles has been reviewed extensively by 

researchers in the past, special focus on plant extract as a more suitable alternative, microwave-

assisted green synthesis of ZnO nanoparticles using different plant extracts in comparison to 

conventional green synthesis and the different nanostructures obtained in response, and the reports on 

related information are scanty. Therefore, a comprehensive review on these areas was carried out and 

observed enhancements in the properties of ZnO nanoparticles thus produced are reported. Faster 

reaction rates, yield and enhanced state of other properties such as morphology, size, optical, crystal, 

antimicrobial, etc. of the ZnO nanoparticles through microwave-assisted green synthesis method are 

presented in this article.  

 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, green synthesis, biosynthesis, advantages, eco-friendly, ZnO 

nanoparticles, plant extract, microwave-assisted, nanostructures. 

 

The Pendant Domination And Complementary Pendant 

Domination Numbers of Graphs: It’s Results 
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Abstract: We investigate the pendant domination and complementary pendant domination numbers 

of graphs in the present study. In this paper, the pendant domination and complementary pendant 

domination numbers for several classes of graphs are computed.   

Keywords: Dominating set, Pendant dominating set, Complementary pendant dominating set.  
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Abstract: The presence of heavy metals is a matter of concern to the environment. They cause 

damages to living beings, soil and water. The effective removal of these elements is a prime concern. 

Cr (VI) is most toxic element among the heavy metals. Removal Cr (VI) has been investigated by 

using membrane technology, chemical precipitation, adsorption, nanotechnology, ion-exchange etc. 

All these methods are useful in the separation of hexavalent chromium but have their own advantages 

and limitations. Ion exchange is an excellent method and provides a strong alternative to other 

methods. Different ion exchangers are used for effective removal of Cr (VI) under various 

experimental conditions like pH, temperature, dosage of resin, initial concentration and height of resin 

bed. It is also observed that majority of the researchers have used synthetic solutions for the removal 

ofCr (VI) and hardly few researchers have studied the removal of Cr (VI) from effluents of chrome 

plating industries. This review paper focuses on various methods adopted for removal of Cr (VI) such 

as membrane technology, chemical precipitation, adsorption and ion exchange. 

 

Keywords: Ion exchange; Cr (VI); chrome plating industry; recovery; adsorption; precipitation; 

membrane technology. 
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Abstract: Tribology is a branch of physics that deals with the study of materials in contact and 

rubbing. A part of the tribology deals with the measurement of wear and friction of a mating pair. Pin-

On-Disc (POD) tribometer is a traditional state-of-the-art measuring instrument commonly used for 

measuring the coefficient of friction and wear of materials. The POD consists of a stationary pin on a 

rotating disc under rubbing conditions. Since the invention of POD, many modifications and 

customization are done to suit measurements of particular applications. Even though many 

improvements are made to enhance the accuracy of measurements in a POD there are certain 

influences and surrounding conditions which introduce a level of uncertainties in the measurements 

thereby making it difficult for comparing the results and conclusions. Thus, in this paper, the intention 

is to discuss some of the influences that would make the measurements of tribological parameters 

uncertain either to a significant or insignificant extent. In addition, some of the factors that influence 

the tribological properties of some materials are also discussed. A typical POD tribometer as per the 

ASTM standards is used for making measurements and discussion. In addition, the investigations 

made by the researchers are also referred for the conclusions. 

 

Keywords: Pin On Disk; Tribometer; Tribological Measurements; Friction; Wear; LVDT; Influences 

on Tribological Measurements; 
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Abstract: Cracks must be taken into account when constructing new dams to determine the safety of 

the existing dam. An accurate assessment of concrete dam performance is imperative to the prediction 

of future and existing cracks and seismic capacity. It is essential to study the upstream and 

downstream face movement of concrete dams for their ability to support the seismic movement. The 

Koyna dam was selected for its correlation with dam and foundation areas for the analysis of seismic 

instabilities. The percentage of allowed stress that has been extended beyond the permissible 

represents the crack growth. Fracture propagation is then modeled using the eXtended Finite Element 

Method (XFEM). The regions of excessive tensile stress that surpass the tensile strength of concrete 

are observed on the downstream neck, the dam foot, the gradient change point, and at a height of 55 m 

and 85 m from the base of the dam on the upstream face. The initial crack initiation patterns of 

seismic cracks are plotted at the selected locations. 

Keywords: Concrete gravity dam, Seismic analysis, Crack propagation, initial cracks, XFEM 
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Abstract: The study is carried to evaluate the carbon dioxide cured concrete over traditional curing of 

concrete. Two mix designs M25 and M30 are considered for curing. Different samples were prepared 

and cured for both the cases. The periodical observation is done to find the compressive strength at 7 

days to 28 days for normal cured; 2 hours to 4 hours for CO2 cured. The results show that CO2 cured 

concrete achieves 76.28%  target strength within 2 hours and normal cured 75.8 % target strength in 7 

days for M25. For both M25 and M30 grade concrete with water curing achieved compressive 

strength more than the target strength. 

Keywords: Curing; Carbon dioxide; hydration; compressive strength; 
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Abstract: Concrete is enormously used in all types of constructional activities along with its 

own discerns. Differenttypes of concrete are prepared by partial replacement of industrial 

waste such as fly ash, GGBS etc. Three different proportions of 30%, 40%, 50% of industrial 

waste are substituted in place of cement in order to reduce the globalCO2 emission. By 

conducting compression and split tensile test for 7 and 28 days , their mechanical properties 

were evaluated. The study was conducted to reach the target strength for M30 grade by 

replacing cement up to 30% with flyash to reduce the cost of production. 

 

Keywords: Geopolymer, Flyash, sodium hydroxide (NaOH), Sodium silicate, calcium silicate 

hydrates (CSHs), potassium silicate(KOH). 
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Abstract: Cement is one of the most consumed materials in the world which has a lot of demand in 

the construction industry. Manufacture of cement affects the environment and its getting severe day 

by day. Also, at the same time the disposal of bio-medical waste generated from the hospitals, medical 

colleges are leading to environmental pollution, which are incinerated to produce ash creating 

environmental concern. Hence in this research the incinerated ash is used as a partial replacement of 

cement in cement mortar cube to increase its compressive strength. The mortar cubes prepared are 

eco-friendly emitting less amount of environmentally hazardous gasses. 

 

Keywords: Bio Medical waste, Incinerated Ash, Cement Mortar Cube, Eco-friendly blocks 
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Abstract: Lately, multi-storey and high rise buildings in urban locales require column free territory 

because of shortage of space and for architectural prerequisites. For this reason multistorey structures 

are inhibited with floating columns for aesthetic perspective and also in getting more space at parking 

territories for free vehicular movement. Floating-column is a vertical member that ends at its lower 

level and rest on a beam that is a horizontal member. Provision of floating columns is extremely 

biased in building built-in seismically active regions. The primary aim of this study is to present a 

general review of the performance of reinforced concrete frame structures with and without the 

floating columns at different floors in “Regular and Non Regular” RC buildings. The analytical study 

of the RC buildings with and without floating columns is done using ETABS 2013 software. 

 

Key Words: Floating Columns, Regular and Non Regular RC buildings 
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Abstract: Shrinkage limit and liquid limit are the Atterberg limits and it is important in many 

plasticity characteristics of soil behavior. Sridharan A and Prakash K[1] proved that natural soil 

shrinkage limit  does not rely upon plasticity characteristics. In the present study confirms the using 

of cohesive clay kaolinite and bentonite mixed with non-cohesive sand and mechanism shows that 

the variation of liquid limit and shrinkage limit and the natural soil shrinkage limit does not rely 

upon plasticity characteristics. 

Keywords: Shrinkage limit , liquid limit , clay minerals 
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Abstract: The aim of this work is to examine the rheological and strength properties of self-

compacting mortar (SCM) mixes containing waste industrial byproducts such as ground granulated 

blast furniture slag(GGBS) and microsilicafumeasacement substitute(MS).Furthermore, GGBS 

replacement ranges from 10% to 70%, with MS additive constant at10% by cement weight. The usage 

of pozzolanic materials in mortar has shown to improve certain properties liker heologyofconcrete, 

setting time, and compressive strength.Of concrete Resulting in a performance-based specification 

SCM mixes in various combinations is the most effective approach. Different test are conducted in the 

lab like Slump flow, V-funnel time, with different mixes made in the lab with and without varying 

percentages of industrial by-products were compared, and performance was calculated. 
 

Keywords: Conventional mortar, Self-compacting mortar (SCM), Rheology, and compressive 

strength. Granulated blast furniture slag(GGBS), Micro silicafume(MS). 
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Abstrac: Over few decades, structures constructed in earthquake prone areas may leads to serious 

damages. Structure should be built in such a way that; it should resist no only the gravity loads but 

also the earthquake loads to make the building as earthquake resistant. Any structure we built should 

perform satisfactorily throughout its life span in terms of durable and reliable and also the structure 

should be designed not only for gravity loads but also for seismic load. The end results of a seismic 

activity are nothing but the destruction of structures which in turn leads to loss of life. Amongst 

various lateral load resisting systems; shear-wall and Tune mass damper are the viable solutions for 

making the structure as earthquake resistant. An attempt has been made in analysing G+4 RC frame 

structure with & without lateral load resisting systems subjected to seismic forces to evaluate the 

performance in terms of Lateral Displacement, Storey Shear and Storey Drifts.  

Keywords: Lateral load resisting systems, Shear Wall, Tuned Mass Damper 
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Abstract: In damage detection techniques based on Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods, 

signal processing tools are used to enhance the output of experimental techniques and modal 

analysis. The damage identification of civil engineering structures is carried out using wavelet 

analysis of the structural response. This new procedure is discussed in this study. The damage 

or crack in a structure will cause distress at the damage location.  The identification of these 

damages can be done using the structural response viz. deflection, modes shapes of the 

structures. The signal of structural response will have discontinuity at the damage locations. 

This local discontinuity is not noticeable in the response data.But it can be found easily by 

wavelet analysis. The proposed new technique is explained with numerical example of 

simulated beam containing a short transverse crack. This is part of structural health monitoring 

of structures. The structural response i.e.static deflection of beams are obtained using by finite 

element analysis. The wavelet analysis of structural response in simply supported and fixed 

beam is carried out using MATLAB’s wavelet tools.  

 

Keywords: Damage detection, Damage location, Modal analysis,Spatial wavelet,Wavelet 

Transforms 
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Abstract: Bitumen has been mainly used as a road construction material since earliest days of 

industrialization. Today’s bituminous mixes originated from dry stone mixtures invented and 

developed by Telford and Macadam. But the introduction of motor vehicles implied the weakness in 

performance of their dry-stone mixtures. In this work, an attempt has been made to develop 

alternative technology to reduce consumption of fuel and bitumen. Because the present-day 

developments are more inclined towards sustainability, introduction of bitumen alternatives is very 

much necessary. Sugar molasses is one such substance due to its non-polluting nature and excellent 

binding property. In this study, an attempt is made to investigate different laboratory tests on 

bituminous mixes for Bituminous Mecadam grading -2 as per Ministry of Road transport and 

Highways (MoRTH) - Specifications for Roads and Bridges, prepared by partially replacing bitumen 

with sugarcane molasses and in turn, the aim is to minimize the cost of bitumen particularly 

increasing the performance of flexible pavements. 

Keywords: Bitumen, molasses, bitumen replacemet,Bituminous mecadam, MoRTH, sustainability. 
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Abstract: Faecal contamination of drinking water is the main cause of the outbreaks of epidemics. 

According to WHO (1996) for drinking water to be safe, a 100 ml sample should not contain any 

coliform bacteria. The standard methods currently used for routine testing for detection of e-coli 

bacteria have many limitations especially when applied in remote areas. The H2S strip technique has 

been found to be an on-site, inexpensive and easy to use method to test drinking water, especially for 

remote and rural areas. Even though many substrate configurations are available with several 

modifications, in the present work, the one suggested by Manja et al., (1982), has been adopted. These 

E-coli detecting vials were prepared in thousands, locally in an Environmental Engineering 

Laboratory itself making it highly economical and have been extensively used in a Government of 

Karnataka-assigned project which involved the analysis of water from of existing drinking water 

sources in selected rural villages for fourteen water quality parameters including e-coli detection. The 

use of these vials in the project indicated that the test is quite simple and user-friendly, without any 

high skill requirement. The results are reliable, time saving and highly economical with more 

suitability to rural areas, where sophisticated laboratory facilities are not available. 

 

Keywords: E-coli, faecal coliform, H2S strip, Water quality, biological quality 
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Abstract: Sustainable building materials and resource efficiency are becoming increasingly important 

issues within today’s construction industry. Due to the scarcity of River Sand (RS) and restrictions 

about the utilizations natural resources, the changing attitude towards unconventional materials has 

encouraged the possibility of utilizing Crushed Granite Sand (CGS), Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 

(GBFS), and Copper Slag (CS) as a sand substitute in cement mortar. In this study, a typical mortar 

mixture of 1:3 is considered. The properties like flowability, their corresponding strength, and 

durability characteristics were studied for various mixes made of unconventional materials. From 

research findings, it is observed that the materials alternative to the river sand can be used for mortar 

applications. It is observed that the workability expressed in terms of flowability can be altered by 

adding a specified percentage of super plasticizer. 
 

Keywords: River sand, crushed granite sand, granulated blast furnace slag, copper slag, cement 

mortar 
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MQ-KPCA: Custom Kernel PCA for Hot- 

rolled Steel Strip Defects Classification 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 
Abstract:  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an efficient and linear feature transformation 

technique. However, it limited to linear components, because it defined on the mean and covariance 

matrix’s Eigenvectors of the data. This paper proposes a new modified method of kernel PCA 

(KPCA) using a Multi-Quadric function, called MQ-KPCA. This is more efficient for classification, 

compare to KPCA and performs more nonlinear at dimension reduction. The proposed dimension 

transformation technique tested with texture features extracted from defective steel surfaces collected 

from the Northeastern University (NEU) dataset and achieved better results compared to other state-

of-the-art methods. 

 

Keywords: Dimension Reduction; PCA; KPCA; MQ-KPCA; Feature Extraction, steel surface 

defects; Logistic 

 

Profound Learning Calculation for Efficient Arrangement Of 

Brain Tumour Images 

 

 

 
 

 

Abstract: A brain tumour is a development or mass of strange cells in the cerebrum. Since the human 

scalp is a hard, volume-constrained structure, depending on which part of the brain is involved, any 

unanticipated development may have an effect on human activity; it can, however, spread to other 

body organs and affect human functions. Brain tumours are detected using a variety of imaging 

techniques. However, MRI is widely used. In the medical profession, detecting a brain tumour is a 

difficult process. The algorithm includes pre-processing, picture division, feature extraction, and 

picture arrangement. For this, different information mining calculations such as k- means, Support 

vector machine, Fuzzy c-means, k-nearest neighbour, and neural network are used. The study of 

different brain tumour classification techniques using the MR images with advantage and 

disadvantages are discussed in this review paper. It also includes a comparison of all of the reviewed 

methods and the proposed method for brain tumour classification. 

 

Keywords:  Brain tumour, convolutional neural network, deep learning, data augmentation, Magnetic 

resonance image. 
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Abstract: Online teaching-learning or e-learning platforms have increased immensely while COVID-

19 outbursts to the pandemic. Online teaching mainly depends on the internet while e-learning 

provides teaching material or some tutorial video, and the learner or students can download the 

corresponding material for learning offline. At the outset, students&#39; learning methodology 

changes drastically during this pandemic for the long term. Some of them are beneficial but not 

everyone with the strong belief that there is no alternative for classroom teaching. To motivate the 

learners or students through all these virtual teaching platforms, prediction of their performance 

becomes inevitable. Most of the students become lethargic while attending the classes, as the trainer 

or teacher cannot go through all the copies or class works during the class. However, it would be 

motivating for the students if they can observe their performance or marks based on their effort or 

study hours beforehand or before appearing for the examination. Therefore, the major objective of this 

paper is to propose an innovative marks prediction tool using machine learning regression algorithms. 

This proposed tool will predict the marks for the students of the specific domain based on three 

inputs, class attendance, responses in the class, and study hour for the particular subject in the 

specified domain. This paper also compares the efficiency of the proposed tool based on a few 

evaluation metrics and identifies the particular regression algorithm which will be used for further 

access by end-users. 

 

Keywords: Prediction, Regression, Marks, Machine Learning 

 

Survey on Traffic Accident monitoring system 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT— Deaths due to accidents are rapidly increasing day by day. With all developments of 

new technologies accidents will occur. Detection at the earliest and taking action immediately WRT 

health will save his/her life. All the papers that has been surveyed here for accident detection and 

monitoring uses sensors and machine learning. An alert will be sent to required destination. This 

paper discusses various methodologies to identify accidents under the survive lance. 

 

Keywords: Monitoring, Detection of accidents, Accelerometer, GSM, GPS. 
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Abstract: One of the neurogenerative disorders affected by many adults is Alzheimer’s 

Disease (AD). Disease prediction is also a difficult task. Except in the healthcare domain, the 

principles of artificial learning and data processing are commonly used. In this research 

study, using the Machine Learning method, we applied various classification algorithms on 

the data sets and concluded which algorithms provide the best results. Also, we have used 

different possible methods to evaluate the model. “*Data used in the preparation of this 

article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database 

(adni.loni.usc.edu). As such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and 

implementation of ADNI and/or provided data but did not participate in the analysis or 

writing of this report. A complete listing of ADNI investigators can be found in the following 

link:“at:http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wpcontent/uploads/how_to_apply/ADNI_Acknowledgement

_List.pdf” 

 

Keywords:  AD, RF, KNN, LR, SVC, CV, DT,GDB 

 

Flow Based Intrusion Detection for Cloud Computing 

Environment 
 

 

 

 

 

Abstract: Intrusion detection is one important means to develop a secure and protected Cloud 

computing environment. The Cloud Computing makes important progress in the cost through 

dynamic provisioning services provided by the information technology. As most cloud computing 

networks focus on providing their services via Internet, they are likely to face different types of 

security issues. In this paper, an IDS is designed and implemented using a geneticalgorithm.This IDS 

design gives good results with a high rate of classification accuracy as it is able to identify the Ping of 

Death, TCP SYN Flood, DNS Flood attack, UDP Flood, ICMP Flood, and TCP LAND. In this 

research, the algorithm used also decreases the number of features to achieve a higher accuracy rate. 

 

Keywords:  Intrusion detections; Genetic algorithm; Cloud Computing Security; Feature Selections 
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Abstract: In the past few years, advancement in self-driving car technology has been developing 

steadily exponentially, primarily promoting progress in deep learning. This study is aimed at studying 

the emerging state-of- the-art of autonomous vehicle deep-learning technology. We continue with the 

discussion of AI autonomous driving architectures, convolutionary neural networks, and the profound 

learning model. Such methods form a framework for an examined understanding of the driving scene, 

route planning, arbitration of actions, and motion control. We discuss that both functional systems for 

perception-planning intervention, which involves deep learning approaches to every system. The 

paper contains a variety of data sets that are freely accessible and have been used in autonomous 

vehicular prediction systems. These data sets differ widely in conditions of traffic, application density, 

sensor configuration, the format of data, tool support, and much more. This survey paper offers a 

summary of existing publicly accessible data sets, with details gathered on public roads, shared 

analysis, and recommendations for choosing the most relevant data collection for some purposes. 

 

Keywords:  Deep Learning, Traffic Flow, Prediction Model, Data Sets, Autonomous Vehicle. 
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Abstract: Hand gesture recognition is the one of most widely used communication means for dumb 

and hearing impaired people is expressed by variation of hand- shapes ,body movements sign 

language which converts standard language to text and then speech. Dumb people use hand signs to 

communicate hence normal people face problem in recognizing their language hence we develop a 

system which converts sign to voice and then text 

 

Index Terms: Hand Gesture, Human computer interaction (HCI), Segmentation, Feature Extraction, 

Classification Tools, Neural Networks. 
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Abstract:  The Parkinson’s disease is one of the major nerve disorders which affect the physical 

movement which leads to tremors. The affected individual will face walking and talking difficulties. 

According to Parkinson Foundation, about 0.3% of human population is affected across globe. Due to 

the environmental changes, food habits and lifestyle of the people, number of person affected by this 

disease gradually increasing. In this paper, based on the speech and voice related feature the Machine 

Learning models are developed. 

 

Keywords: - machine learning models, nerve disorders, speech, tremors, and voice. 
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Abstract:  Nowadays, insurance companies play an important role in society. Customers are eager to 

file insurance claims for their homes and automobiles. Vehicle owners contact various insurance 

agencies in order to improve the protection of their vehicles. Similarly, the number of fraudulent cases 

is increasing. Different mining techniques are used to detect fraud and analyze data. We have tried to 

identify different types of insurance frauds that take place in and throughout the country and also 

listed out the various existing mechanisms for fraud detection and succinctly  summarize the study 

conducted in the same premise by the eminent set of researchers. Also we have proposed a real time 

application which will predict the auto insurance frauds with 80% accuracy. 

Keywords: Insurance, Fraud detection, Random forest, Back propagation, SVM, Fuzzy Logic, 

Precision. 
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Analysis of Preventive Measures against DDoS Attacks in Smart 

Grid 

 
Abstract: In recent times, the number of cyber-attacks has escalated quickly and predominantly. 

There is no particular victim of this attack as it has outrageously tampered with all the domains in 

society. Cogitating this issue, the paper focuses on the cyberattacks on smart grids and endeavors 

some prevention techniques for the DDOS attacks. We are amidst a paradigm shift, and the factors 

affecting this must be addressed and dealt with. It talks about a radical transformation of the medieval 

grids to smart grids and the technologies used. 

 

KEY WORDS: Smart grid, cyber attacks, DDOS attacks. 
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Abstract: Knowledge is prodigious, Learning has no boundary. The curiosity of the one to learn, 

discover and invent decides the future of the world. Educational Institutions&#39; main objective is to 

provide qualitative knowledge to the students and supporting tools used for learning plays a major 

role. The conventional education system is arduous to be used in the current situation of the Global 

Pandemic of COVID-19. New methods and tools are required to make learning and imparting 

knowledge more effective. Applications like Google Meet, Zoom, Cisco WebEx are being used in 

schools and colleges. When it comes to simulations in technical education, for instance, to develop 

any electrical circuits, robots, buildings, etc. software like MATLAB, 3Ds MAX, GNU Octave is 

being used. These methods neither are interactive nor provide an immersive experience to the user. To 

subdue this problem, Mixed Reality (MR) technology can be utilized as a boon by developing an 

application where students can have interactive classes, submerging themselves, and gaining the 

required knowledge. Also, the technical students can simulate their experiments onto the real world, 

providing an idea of how the world may look when new things are adopted and can undergo a walk-

through experience in the MR world. 

Keywords: Mixed Reality, Education, MRTK, Immersive, Interactive. 
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Abstract:  Economy of a nation highly depends on agricultural productivity. Agricultural productivity 

is hindered by many factors among them crops that are affected by diseases is one of the main 

reasons. Crop diseases also pose a serious threat to food security as well. Thus detection of crop leaf 

disease has to be done rapidly, but rapid identification of the leaf disease remains difficult in the 

world due to lack of infrastructure. In this global increase usage of smartphones and the research 

advances in the field of computer vision by using deep learning models has led the way for 

smartphone-assisted leaf disease detection. Using the PlantVillage dataset that consists of 54,306 

images which includes 14 species of crop leaves we have proposed a simple web application to detect 

disease of plants using FastAI built on PyTorch. As this is an application it can be used globally for 

disease detection purposes. Overall, using a FastAi based model and training over the large available 

public dataset has given a way to detect the disease in plants on a rapid scale. The main aim of the 

paper is to support the identification of a plant being affected by a disease just by uploading the image 

of the leaf on the portal and getting results instantly. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning, PyTorch, FastAI, Artificial Intelligence, Internet. 
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Abstract: Nowadays cloud services have gained more interest. The main advantage of the cloud is, it 

reduces management costs and efficient usage of resources. The major role of efficient authentication 

means not only providing authentication but it should also reduce the authentication traffic and 

provide security. There are many authentication mechanisms most of them were only for a web 

application. Here in this paper, we focus on both web and non-web applications authentication in 

cloud environment to access SaaS service. For non-web application services of cloud, ABFAB has 

created an architecture. 

ABFAB also defines how to use existing EAP/AAA and GSS-EAP for both web and non-web-based 

applications. In this paper, we mainly focus on efficient AAA to access cloud services. To 

demonstrate the proposed system, we use the moonshot from Github, freeradius an opensource, and 

Openstack for cloud service with our proposed authentication method. We have done the performance 

analysis of our authentication method compared with the other authentication mechanism to access 

cloud services. This analysis shows a significant reduction in the computation time required for 

authentication and reduction in the authentication traffic. 

Keywords:  EAP, GSS-API,ABFAB,AAA,SAML 
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Abstract:  Today’s world is fully dependent on data. Data is something which exists in every nook 

and corner. So what exactly is this Data? Data are individual packets or units of information which on 

process leads to a useful information which intend helps in decision making. So these Data are to be 

shared among the multiple user devices and we come across some of the most commonly used 

transmission media, wired (Optical fibre, twisted pair cables) and wireless (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth). 

Currently Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) is dominating over other media because of its ease of remote 

accessing methods without any physical connection. But these do have some loopholes, as they have 

limited speed of transmission or very low bit rate. So in order to overcome these drawbacks we come 

up with an emerging concept where the speed of transmission can be enhanced up to 100Gbps with 

the help of light as the source of transmission, called Li-Fi (Light Fidelity). This Li-Fi range is of 

large bandwidth that enable the communication in radiofrequency areas and shows data transmission 

efficiently. It is capable of boosting the wireless access networks’ capacity. By using both Wi-Fi and 

Li-Fi we propose a new system with Internet access, the hybrid Wi-Fi–Li-Fi system. 

Keywords: Data, transmission media, bit rate, loopholes, light, Light Fidelity, radiofrequency, 

communication 
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ABSTRACT: In this paper the delay performance of a multi-hop wireless network is analyzed in 

which the routes between given source-destination pairs are fixed. The back pressure algorithm and 

greedy partitioning algorithms are used. A new queue grouping technique to handle the complex 

correlations of the service process resulting from the multi-hop nature of the flows and their mutual 

sharing of the wireless medium is developed. A systematic methodology is presented to derive such 

lower bounds. The lower bound analysis provides useful insights into the design and analysis of 

optimal or nearly optimal scheduling policies. 

Keywords: Multi-hop wireless network, delay, scheduling policy 
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Abstract:  In the research of handwritten character recognition one difficult task is to recognize the 

handwritten compound characters of Marathi. This work focuses on an analysis of Template Matching 

approach that can be use to recognize Marathi handwritten compound characters. The template 

matching provides a more efficient matching, while training samples are fewer. In this paper, we 

assess the performance of the template-matching algorithm based on correlation, the sum of squared 

difference, and normalized cross-correlation 

Keywords:  Template Matching, Correlation, Marathi Handwritten Character 
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Abstract: Multimodal biometric systems have found lot of applications in todays market started with 

personal to commercial space due its high recognition accuracy and efficient operations when 

compared over unimodal biometric systems. Multimodal biometric systems are widely used in border 

entry/exit access control systems to combat navigation of suspects, terrorists by efficiently assisting 

the personnel’ s in handling the identification of such people. Among multiple biometric traits, the 

fingerveins has got more uniqueness, higher accuracy and cost effective solution. According to works 

discussed in the literature survey the fingerveins combined with other biometric modalities and fusion 

at matching score level resulted in higher performance and spoofing resistance. 

 

Keywords:  Multimodal biometric, authentication, score fusion, finger veins, fingerprint, biometric 

traits 
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Abstract:  Malicious URLs are being extensively used to mount numerous cyber attacks together 

with spamming, phishing and malware. Detection of malicious URLs and identification of threat sorts 

lead to critical stage in these attacks. Knowing the kind of a threat permits estimation of severity of 

the attack and helps adopt an effective countermeasure. Existing strategies typically detect malicious 

URLs of one attack kind. During this cyber frauds, we tend to propose method using cyber frauds to 

detect malicious URLs of all the popular attack sorts and identify the nature of attack a malicious 

URL attempts to launch. 

 

Keywords: Malicious URLs, Domain NameSystem, Cyber Frauds. 
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Abstract:  Data mining is a technical process where it analyses a bulk of scattered information to 

extract relevant information or data. This survey paper emphasis the 5 extremely recycled algorithms 

of data mining in the environment of research are: K- 

means,Apriori,NaïveBayes,ExpectationMaximization(EM) , KNN algorithm.A summary of each 

algorithm is disposed with a real time example and prospectives of individual methods are discussed. 

These innovative methods stands at the leading edge in the field of data mining exploration and 

advancement such as classification, clustering, statistical learning, association analysis, and link 

mining. 

 

Keywords: Data mining techniques, Text Analytics, Information Retrieval, Association rules. 
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Abstract: Traffic Accidents causes majority of deaths worldwide. The comprehensive disaster of the 

safety of road can be realized through witnessing the substantial quantity of injuries and deaths which 

are triggered by the road traffic accidents. In numerous circumstances the emergency services or 

caring members are not up-to-date in right time. This leads in late response time of the emergency 

service, which can prime to cause severe injury or a person’s death. The resolution effort is to lessen 

the retort time of the emergency services in circumstances like incidents caused because of roads 

traffic and additional tragedies such as theft &amp; robberies, the medical emergencies and fire 

emergencies. Via using smartphone’s onboard sensors to detect automobile accidents account these to 

closest emergency responder accessible deliver actual time positioning trailing for emergency victims 

and responders, this will extremely upsurge the probabilities of existence for the emergency victims, 

also aid save time &amp; capitals of emergency services. 

Keywords:  GPS, Google Maps, K-Nearest algorithm 
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Abstract: In India agriculture is mainly depend on the farmer’s income and also it is the backbone of 

India. Our aim is to develop an android application which helps the Indian farmers to sell their 

products at different markets. It connect the farmers and customers directly without middlemen, 

which makes changes in the profit that the farmers can get. This android app will provide a user 

friendly, easy and interactive interface to navigate to both the producer(farmer) and customer. This is 

one of the computerized approach for clear and better marketing and guide the farmers about 

advanced technologies and tell them to adopt those measures which is necessary to better kind of 

agriculture. So farmers can get the unique interface where they can get the current market price of the 

product , different schemes available for them by the government and also weather report. Addition to 

this they can also get the SMS through the cell phones and also they access this application 

24/7.Farmers can also raise their queries in the help desk. 

Keywords: advanced technology, cell phones, interactive interface, without middleman, help desk. 
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Abstract: Text extraction in images and videos is an imperative role in image study and computer 

vision. The text detection is the process of identifying the text present in the image and extracting the 

text. The problems that are faced during the identification of text in image are low resolution image, 

varying background and many other factors. In this paper, a robust approach is implemented to 

overcoming the problems mentioned above. 

Keywords: Text Detection, Computer Vision, Text extraction, Robust 
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Abstract: College students suffer from a variety of mental health issues, including mental stress, 

somatization, obsessive- compulsive disorder, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, 

fear, paranoia, and psychosis, all of which can have serious consequences. Obviously, college 

students mental health issues have an impact not only on their own development, but also on the 

campus stability. Most colleges are also paying much attention towards the monitoring and prevention 

of psychological crises among students. All colleges simply look to see if students have mental health 

issues or what kind of issues they have. It is unable to detect hidden relationships in psychological 

data. We need a system to handle the student mental health problems, here we are mainly 

concentrating on student stress prediction. There are so many factors related to stress such as work 

load, assignments, family issues, friends issues, attendance, teaching etc. Machine learning is a 

subject to predict future based on the past data. Using machine learning techniques we predict student 

stress level and also proposed system will give suggestions based on the stress levels of student. 

Keywords: Stress Prediction, Real Time Application, Supervised Learning Technique, Visual Studio, 

Navie Bayes Algorithm. 
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Abstract:  Social Internet of Things (SIOT) is a rapidly emerging eco system of connected devices 

with capability of social relationship between them in an autonomous manner. Security is one of the 

important factors affecting the rapid acceptance of the SIOT. Exploiting the security lapses, various 

attacks like false message propagation, message blocking etc. are launched. Thus, ensuring trust and 

reputation of devices is important in SIOT. This work proposes a collaborative trust-based reputation 

built on the history of event streams from the devices. The confidence of events is measured using 

Bayesian model, reputation of node is calculated in a continuous and a collaborative manner. The 

social topology between nodes is dynamically updated with information of fine grained levels of trust 

between the devices in SIoT network based on application requirements.  

Keywords:  SIOT;Bayesian model. 
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Abstract:  Sepsis is associate unsafe state that come about throughout the bodys response to 

befoulment effects tissue hurt, body components disappointment, or its going to Leeds finish of the 

individual. For the foremost half, the body discharges regular fancied materials into the dissemination 

framework to offset the contamination that is interior. Infection happens once the bodys reaction to 

those artificial substances is out of equilibrium, this could hurt various organ frameworks. Infection is 

led to by contamination and may come about to anybody. It’s usually traditional and risky for older 

peoples, gestation girls, kid below one year-old, and individuals experiencing constant conditions like 

diabetic patients, discharge illness, pulmonic ill health, or additionally unwellness, as they need feeble 

resistant frameworks. This ill health could be a important well-being worry for general society 

concerning gloom, medical services prices and mortality. Recognizing at starting phases, with anti- 

toxin treatment the results may be improved. Despite the actual fact that various skilled thought social 

orders have recommend contemporary methods in perceiving infection, the focal requirement for 

untimely identifying proof and medical care stays unnoticed. It okay is also addressed within the 

event that it tends to be perceived at starting phases. 

Keywords:  numerous organ, Septicemia, Inflammatory Reaction Syndrome, XGboost Algorithm, 

Multi-Layer Perceptron 
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Abstract:- Automation in agriculture is being accomplished in many developing countries like India 

to implement a number of agricultural activities without any human intervention. These countries 

follow typical and traditional methods for ploughing, seeding, levelling, and irrigation of plants. The 

traditional ploughing method includes animals such as buffalo or oxen that draw the soil using a tool 

called plough attached to them and some farmers plough using tractors. In most of the places, the seed 

sowing is carried out by farmers through dispersion of the seeds over the required area which is 

tedious and time consuming. Levelling of soil is carried out by buffalo or oxen or a two-wheel tractor 

using harrows and levelling boards. These techniques are carried out on wet soil and require seven to 

eight days for a two-wheel tractor and twelve days using draft animals for levelling per hectare of 

land. The other method of levelling the soil is by using a four-wheel tractor which takes about eight 

hours to level one hectare of land. These methods have the disadvantages of increased labour force; 

tractors can be expensive; and tractor’s work rate depends on tractor’s capacity and the amount of soil 

on which it works. Poorly maintained tractors can cause environmental pollution and moreover well 

trained and experienced person is required for maintenance and driving of the tractor. Nevertheless, 

automating such mundane tasks could be beneficial and lessen the burdens on farmers. One possible 

solution would be to apply robotic technologies in the field of agriculture. Subsequently, the authors 

have carried out a detailed survey on available technologies to develop a robot called “Agribot” which 

helps farmers to ease their jobs on fields. 

Keywords: Agriculture, IOT, Robot 
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Abstract: Smart phone is the future of software development, It is one of the important gadget in the 

current era. For smart life style of users this gadget plays vital role by saving their time. People and 

businesses faces a trouble without imagining smart phone a single day. Benefits of using this smart 

phone technology as follows software flexibility, to keep updated with technology, for audio and 

video calls, business purposes, sales promotion, can download other applications, games, to take 

pictures, GPS, to keep track of contacts and appointments and many more, with these varieties it is 

grabbing attention of user’s day by day. It is the greatest innovation ever and business make a best use 

of this growing technology. This paper discusses Introduction in section I, outline of Android 

architecture in section II, Framework in section III, Challenges in section IV and comparison between 

Android and Apple in section V. 

Keywords: Android Studio, SDK, Android Libraries, Application Framework 
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Abstract: Diabetes mellitus is the most dangerous disease which causes variation in blood glucose 

due to opposing the production of insulin hormone in human body. Diabetes mellitus affects some 

organs in human body such as kidney, nerves, and eyes if it is not treated earlier we are using machine 

learning technique for prediction. 

 Keywords:  Diabetes mellitus. 
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Abstract: Parts of speech tagging is the process of tagging a word to its corresponding part of speech 

based on the context and sense of the word. In natural language, a word may belong to more than one 

lexical category, so morphology of the word and its relationship with its neighboring words play an 

important role while assigning proper parts of speech tag. The process of parts of speech tagging has 

many applications like Sentiment Analysis, Named Entity Recognition, Word Sense Disambiguation, 

Machine Translation System, Question Answering, etc in Natural Language Processing. In this paper, 

we propose Recurrent Neural Networks based Parts of Speech Taggers namely Vanilla Recurrent 

Neural Network, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), Bi-Directional LSTM, Gated Recurrent Unit for 

Kannada words. The Enabling Minority Language Engineering Corpus containing 14,965 sentences 

with 23,044 manually tagged words is used to train the model. Experimental results show that the 

accuracy obtained by the proposed four models Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network, Long-Short Term 

Memory, Bi-Directional LSTM, Gated Recurrent Unit are 98.19%, 98.92%, 99.23%, 99.24% 

respectively. 

Keywords: Parts of Speech Tagging, Neural Networks, Gated Recurrent Unit, Long-Short Term 

Memory, Recurrent Neural Networks, Bi-Directional Long-Short Term Memory, Natural Language 

Processing. 
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ABSTRACT: The main objective of this e-commerce websites is to find out which products the 

customers might like to purchase based on his/her previous purchase history. The online grocery 

system mainly reduces the valuable time and also the efforts of the customers.This system can be used 

to search for all grocery and fresh vegetables which are available in the market. 
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Abstract: Background: Processing of patients’ related health information is increasing exponentially 

with the development of Hospital Information Systems. Most of the patients’ health related 

information is stored in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) in the form of unstructured free-text. EHRs 

have led to huge opportunities for retrieval of clinical features for precise clinical decision support 

especially in disease diagnosis. However, before performing analysis, it is necessary to normalize the 

unstructured free-text data in EHRs into structured format. Methodology: In this paper, we propose a 

rule-based text pre-processing algorithm for transformation of unstructured free-text EHRs on breast 

lesions into structured data using natural language processing approaches. In this proposed work, 

2604 text records of patients provided by the pathologist have been processed by identifying and 

retrieving the relevant characteristic-features of breast lesions. Results: Based on the characteristic 

features, 408 (15.7%) records have been classified as non-neoplastic breast lesions and remaining 

2196 (84.3%) records have been classified as neoplastic breast lesions. The normalization process 

resulted in retention of only 13.92% words and reduction of 86.08 % words from the original 

unstructured dataset for description of breast lesions. These Neoplastic breast lesion EHRs are 

transformed into structured form for better, faster and efficient computer-aided diagnosis. Conclusion: 

Structured data helps to remove the problems caused by error-prone unstructured data for better 

clinical decision support and development of clinical vignettes. 

Keywords:  Breast Lesions, Electronic Health Records, Natural Language Processing, Normalization, 

structured data. 
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Abstract:  Currently the entire world is reeling because of the COVID-19 it has effected every stream 

of the human society. COVID-19 is highly contagious disease which spreads at a very fast rate. 

Common symptoms of infection includes high fever, cough, respiratory problems, breathing 

difficulties etc. Transmission of this virus mainly occurs when an infected person comes into the close 

contact with other person. The main mode of transmission of this virus is when an infected person 

coughs or sneezes causing small droplets containing the virus to reach an uninfected person. In the 

study conducted by Chinese researchers Yu Wang &amp; Li Zhang it was found that wearing face 

masks prevented the transmission of COVID-19 by up to 79%. Based upon this observation we can 

safely say that wearing a face mask is highly effective and place a huge part in breaking the chain of 

spreading of this COVID-19 virus. Deep learning has provided us with capabilities in image 

processing to thoroughly utilize the recognition and classification of images. To determine whether 

the person is wearing a face mask or not this deep learning technique is used. We utilize two data sets 

here. One contains a 1938 images of people wearing face mask and another contains a 1938 images of 

people without wearing face masks. This system utilizes the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

to train a model which detects face mask with high accuracy rate. 

Keywords:  Deep Learning, CNN. 
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Abstract: Healthcare is crucial to steer an honest life. However, its rather tough to acquire the 

consultation with the doctor for each and every upbeat drawback. The thought is to form a medical 

chatbot victimization AI which will diagnose the sickness and supply basic data concerning the ill 

health before consulting a health care supplier. This may lend a hand to cut back attention costs and 

strengthen accessibility to medical data through scientific chatbot. The Chabot’s are systems that use 

flavourer language to act with customers. The chatbot stores the knowledge within the info to identify 

the sentence keywords and to form an issue resolution and answer the question. Ranking and sentence 

similarity calculation is performed the employment of n-gram, TFIDF and circular function similarity. 

The score could be obtained for each sentence from the given input sentence and additional equivalent 

sentences is nonheritable for the question given. The third celebration, the proficient program, handles 

the question introduced to the larva that is not understood or is not give within the info. 

Keywords: AI, Chatbot, language method, Sequence to Sequence, Pattern Matching, Naïve Thomas 

Bayes. 
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Abstract: Video Event Detection is one of the most essential components for different kinds of 

domain functions of video   information systems. Currently, security is the main issue of humans so 

in this survey we learn about the event detection of human behavior in the crowd like fighting, 

walking together and running etc. We present a systematic method for detecting   anomalies in 

videos. Recent applications of convolution Neural Networks have shown promises of convolution 

layers for object detection and recognition, The CCN is used to detect and recognize anomalies with 

reference to above frame information. To identify the normal or abnormal events, the proposal work 

is composed of training and testing phases.  

Keywords: Unusual event detection, background subtraction, object tracking.  
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Abstract: Grid-tied inverter has become one of the highly looked inverters to interconnect distributed 
power generation system with the grid. This paper presents a high-efficiency single-phase grid-tied 

inverter that uses AC side decoupling technique for reducing the leakage current. The Proposed 

inverter is simulated in MATLAB Simulink and is found that the leakage current in the inverter is 
about 2 mA RMS. The total harmonic distortion factor is 0.88%.Powerloss analysis of the inverter 

shows that the conduction losses are comparatively less as only two switch conducts during active 

mode, also as SiC MOSFET and SiC diodes are used it is possible to achieve an efficiency of 98%. 
The inverter gives good common mode and differential mode characteristics. The results are 
compared with recent topologies and it is found that the proposed inverter gives better performance. 

Keywords: Single Phase; Grid-Tied Inverter; Transformerless; Leakage Current; 
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Abstract: The constant operation of the power system mainly depends on the proper utilization of 

Transformer. The reliability of the transformer will be depending on the quality of the transformer oil 

used. This oil is an extract from natural resource of crude oil which will be exhausted since it is a non-

renewable resource. Synthetic oil and natural esters are used as alternate oil for transformer oil since 

they are eco-friendly. To enhance the life of the Ester oil and to decrease the oxidation process, 

antioxidants has been added. This paper indicates the usage of the newly developed indigenous 

transformer oil which has been blended with antioxidants. Practical experimentation has been carried 

out and the properties like viscosity, breakdown voltage, dissipation factor, moisture content and flash 

point has been verified and the results are found to be satisfactory when compared with the standard 

values and mineral oil.  Breakdown strength of Indigenous oil and also other properties has been 

increased after adding the antioxidants. 

Keywords: Antioxidants, Breakdown voltage, Flash point, Indigenous oil, Transformer oil, Viscosity. 
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Abstract: The concern of harmonics has always been in existence as one of the significant issues of 

power quality in an electrical grid. Harmonics causes reduction in the transmission efficiency, 

overheating of transformers, failure of sensitive electronics devices. Henceforth its mitigation has 

been under the light since many years. Three filters, delta connected Shunt active filter, Delta 

connected Fixed Capacitor Thyristor Controlled Reactor (FCTCR), delta connected Hybrid filter 

where each branch consists of a single phase active power filter is connected in parallel to single 

phase FCTCR, are used to achieve current harmonics compensation under different grid conditions. 

The reference current generation for controlling of Shunt Active Power Filter is made possible using 

Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory (IRPT) or PQ-Theory. The triggering pulses to the FCTCR are 

obtained by comparing the firing angle of FCTCR with phase angle of load voltage. Analysis of the 

performance of each of the filters are obtained for each grid condition  

Keywords: Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF), Fixed Capacitor Thyristor Controlled Reactor 

(FCTCR), Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory (IRPT),Phase Locked Loop (PLL), Delta connected 

Hybrid Filter. 
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Abstract: In our daily life, we see that many people, especially ladies spend hours in kitchen for 

cooking. In the early days, food was cooked on chulhas. But as the scientific and economical 

development emerged, the process of cooking also changed. Today people cook on gas stoves, 

although we can see that the concept of modular kitchen is different altogether. The modular kitchen 

concept is not affordable to each and every one. Nowadays, automation is taking place in almost all 

the fields. This paper explains the technological innovation in kitchen. Such innovation in kitchen will 

help reducing human efforts. The advantage of the system is that, it is time reducing and the taste of 

the food cooked will remain same throughout. The proposed model of cooking machine which is fully 

automated which is need in food industries, hotels, kitchen, canteens, etc. 

 

Keywords: Automation, Cooking, Specific Recipe 
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Abstract: A new glass cleaning robot design that can ascend vertically is introduced. A series chain 

on two tracked wheels with one suction position is used to create a continuous locomotive motion 

with a fast-climbing speed of 20m/min. The cleaning pads that connect to the vertical plane are 

triggered in sequence as each tracked wheel rotates. The tracked wheel's engineering study and 

detailed mechanism design are completed. It is a self-contained robot with a 220v vacuum fan and 

power supply that comes from the mains and is powered by a mobile app. On a vertical steel plate, the 

climbing output using the proposed mechanism is evaluated. This is a Taguchi-based optimization 

experiment to optimize vacuum pressure, which is a crucial factor in suction force. In this paper, we 

have developed a low-cost glass cleaning robot for high-rise buildings or glass structures, which was 

previously performed manually, which was extremely dangerous for the person. 

Keywords: component: DC motor, cleaning pad, vacuum fan, tracked wheel. 
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Abstract: This paper tends to the principle engineering of the automatic waste segregator. 

Industrialization, modernization, fast progressions and expansion in populace have prompted huge age 

of waste. Isolation makes it conceivable to reuse the waste adequately. Computerized waste 

segregator at business level utilizing Arduino microcontroller to control the whole cycle easily and 

effortlessness. The detecting unit comprises of a ultrasonic sensor, a dampness sensor and a metal 

sensor used to distinguish and recognize different kinds of waste individually. The uniquely designed 

sensor distinguishes the appearance of waste, recognizes and isolates the loss by alluring sensors. The 

microcontroller controls all the movement of sensors. Results have introduced isolation of waste into 

metal, wet and dry waste. 

 

Keywords: Waste segregation, Smart dustbin, Status alert   
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Abstract: The stochastic nature of harmonics has made it difficult in assessment of the power quality 

in an electrical grid. Harmonic distortion in non-linear loads is also seen reflected in the source hence 

its mitigation gains a significant importance.Three single phase active power filter in delta, which is 

in shunt to grid,is used for the mitigation of harmonics. Two algorithms, Instantaneous Reactive 

Power Theory (IRPT) or (PQ Theory) and Synchronous Reference Frame Theory (SRFT) (or DQ 

Theory) are considered for controlling the Active Power Filter. To obtain a much better performance 

at harmonics reduction the conventional controlling operations are modified. The pulses are generated 

using current hysteresis control. The performance of the so designed filter is analyzed for each control 

algorithm operated under both the balanced and unbalanced conditions for the source as well as the 

load. 

 

Keywords: Current Harmonics, Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory, Shunt Active Power Filter 

(SAPF), Synchronous Reference frame Theory, Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). 
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Abstract: The control methods of Shunt active power filter (SAPF) for current harmonics 

compensation have been evolving ever since. Some of the popular ones being, Instantaneous Reactive 

Power Theory (IRPT or PQ Theory), Synchronous Reference Frame Theory (SRFT or DQ Theory), 

Adaptive detection algorithm (ADA), Power Balance theory, PLL algorithm etc. The paper focuses on 

three methods IRPT, SRFT, ADA. The quality of harmonics compensation also depends the DC-link 

capacitor voltage. A comparative analysis of the performance of each control methods with respect to 

the DC-Link capacitor voltage is made. 

 

Keywords: Current Harmonics, Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory, DC-Link Capacitor voltage, 

Adaptive detection Algorithm(ADA), Synchronous Reference frame Theory. 
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Abstract: The current experimental study is relied on the generation of electrical energy with the help 

of DC-MFC and then generated voltage can be boost through boost converter. In this study canteen 

drain water was considered as substrate, and then it was congregated from Vidya Vikas Institute of 

Engineering and Technology, Canteen Mysore. The maximum voltage and current for pure culture 

were 1035 mV, 4.9 mA, individually, by using Carbon rod taken as electrode. Tests were also carried 

by taking mixed culture for same canteen wastewater which produced a highest voltage and current of 

2225mV and 8.1mA individually, using same electrode. An electrical converter was taken a little 

while back because of their advantages, such as the ability to store and boost the generated MFC 

voltage. A DC/DC booster circuit was constructed and trial out along with microbial fuel cells 

(MFCs) to enhance the typical generated voltage (3-5V) to a highest voltage of 220 V DC. 

 

Keywords: Boost Converter; Double Chambered Microbial Fuel Cell (DC-MFC); mixed culture; 

Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM); Converter. 
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Abstract: In this paper, design and simulation of LLC resonant converter (LLCRC) using closed loop 

PI controller is proposed. The regulated output voltage of the converter cannot be obtained without 

using PI controller. To overcome this problem LLCRC with PI controller is proposed. The proposed 

method is simulated for different controllers like P, PI and PID and simulated results are analyzed for 

overshoot, rise time, settling time using MATLAB Simulink software. Comparison between three 

controllers is analyzed to check transient responses. 

 

Keywords: LLC resonant converter, PI controller, Transient Responses, Voltage Regulation.     
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Abstract: Energy plays an important role in day-to-day life. Since there is a huge difference in energy 

supply and energy demand. This led to tremendous use of renewable energy such as photovoltaic cell 

and wind turbine. The renewable energy sector is growing day by day and it is used in many 

industries. In this paper, the photovoltaic panel is utilized to drive induction motor system and BLDC 

motor system using single input double (SIDO) Luo converter which is followed by Three phase 

inverter. The perturb and observe(P&O) maximum power point tracking (MPPT) method is 

implemented for solar panel to extract maximum power. The vector control is used for induction 

motor and electronic commutation technique is implemented for BLDC motor. 

Keywords: Photovoltaic cell, SISO Luo converters, Perturb and observe MPPT, Induction motor. 
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Abstract: This paper tends to the principle engineering of the fusion based approach of the solar dual 

axis tracking system. Emphasized on locating and tracking the sun position continuously time by 

time. Estimation of azimuthal and elevation angles based on astronomical calculation and also visual 

based correction is used to localize the sun on the image captured. 

Keywords: Dual axis tracking; astronomical estimation; visual feedback; fusion base. 
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Abstract: The Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) is one of the favorite choices for higher 

efficiency of conversion in power systems, thus it's playing a major role in industries and it has been 

using very widely over several applications. MMC has a modernized voltage source converter (VSC) 

drew on high voltage direct current (HVDC), however, it's not yet got an extensive application in 

medium-high voltage AC machine drives, since having an issue of high voltage capacitor ripples at 

low motor speed. Therefore introduced a new concept of hybrid back-to-back (BTB) modular 

multilevel converter topology, which can considerably reduce the large voltage capacitor ripples, 

especially at low motor speed. The function of the hybrid back-to-back connected modular multilevel 

converter for AC-AC conversion is now proving an accomplishment of a breakthrough in the field of 

higher power conversion. Because of this, a complete review of hybrid back-to-back connected 

modular multilevel converter is introduced in this paper, which is distinct essentially on its topologies 

and its relevant features, control strategies, area of applications. The main aim is to review how large 

capacitor voltage ripples are reduced at low motor speed, hence considering over the past and recent 

development to achieve the fulfillment of the technology in meaningful information and to show the 

trends of the multilevel converters. 

 

Keywords: AC-AC Conversion, BTB Connection, Hybrid Topology, Voltage Ripples 
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Abstract: Design and analysis of combinational and sequential logic circuit from high order 

characterization to technique based cells is unit of the circuit construction phase of Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) modeling process, also the prime focus in the performance in 

Electronic Design Automation (EDA), these concepts are prescribed properly in the area of academic, 

analysis streams and executed in robust field of commercial applications. This process is 

combinational hardware analog of enhanced collection of coding and hardware design, the essential 

mechanism in developing economically feasible processors. Conventionally, the main developing 

purpose in the analysis is related to implement with optimal area and throughput, the latter is 

correlated in line with the longest path starting from input at the primary input of combinational logic 

circuits to its output terminals, and it depends on the minimum execution duration that is baud rate of 

one clock cycle for a sequential network. Wherein this article proposes an advanced synthesis 

approach or algorithm which regulates the consumption of power in the logic circuits with the 

reduction in number of switches, and it is one of the imperative aspects in the analysis of dynamic 

power synthesis. 

 

Keywords:  Electronic Design Automation (EDA), Register Transfer Level (RTL), And Inverter 

Graph (AIG), Low Power Analysis. 
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Abstract: Sanitary napkin utilization is essential for menstrual hygiene in women. In India, only 

57.6%, i.e. around 30 million women use hygienic sanitary napkin during their monthly menstruation. 
This is significantly less when compared with 96% rate seen in developed countries, like the United 

States and UK. In a recent survey, major metropolitan areas of India face with inadequate menstrual 

protection in everyday life. Indian women resort to methods of feminine hygiene that have been 

practiced for generations like old strips of cloth or napkins fashioned out of natural fiber husk that can 
be reused. It is also observed disposable sanitary napkins are not utilized by poor consumers, because 

it is either not feasible for them and a lack of awareness also limits women’s comprehension of how 
sanitary napkins should be used and how they promote good health and hygiene. 

The problem of safe and hygienic disposal of the used sanitary napkin is also one of the most burning 

issues. The used sanitary napkins should not be disposed in toilet, as they can pollute the streams and 
rivers that cause hormonal changes in wildlife. It is essential for the educational institutions to create 

an educating course to bring awareness among girls at an early stage. Government should take the 

initiative to provide the napkins free of cost at government schools/colleges through a vending 

machine where a fixed number of usage can be configured. It is also essential to bring awareness to 
use biodegradable material and dispose them with an incinerator to avoid further landfill. They 
become a breeding ground for harmful bacteria or germs when it comes time to dispose of them.  

To overcome the above challenges, the work presents the utilization of sanitary pads and its safe 

disposal through an incinerator. The Final design specifically is customized for girl students/women 

in Schools and colleges with an authorized RFID card. A Student/Staff can use the authorized RFID 
card for vending of the sanitary pads housed in the vending machine. For a single swipe of the card, 

one sanitary pad is dispensed from the machine. The idea is focused to provide the pad free of cost 

and hence coin operated or note operated machine is not included. The used sanitary pads can later be 

disposed using the incinerator which burns the dry/wet pads. Three compartment slots with 8 sanitary 
pads/compartment is designed in the vending machine. Incinerator can burn up to 20pads in a single 

iteration. Here we have utilized biodegradable pads and the dispensing time, burning time is tabulated 

with satisfactory results. Sanitary Napkin Vending Machine with Incinerator which can be used in 
Schools, Colleges, Train compartments, Railway stations, Public toilets for the betterment of the 
society. 

Keywords: Hygiene, Incinerator, Machine, Napkin , Sanitary, Vending. 
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Abstract: Water is very important basic element for the life of all living organisms in this world 

including human being it is a vapid, straightforward, unscented fluid that frames the oceans, lakes, 

waterways and downpour fundamental liquid of living creature. A United Nations framework wide 

development of worldwide water asset positioned India 133rd in 180 nations for its helpless water 

accessibility of 1800 cubic meter for every individual annually. This Proposed System for irrigation 

can save water usage, Electricity and overall management, and also helps Farmer to save certain 

amount of usage of water. It is provided with Controller, Biometric security, Water flow sensor YF-

S201, I2C LCD Module and submersible pump for proper Water distribution which is required for 

crop cultivation.  Water Consumption can be promoted through automated control system by saving 

the water from being wasted. Here the Water can be controlled in real time it is the main advantage of 

this system. Seasoning control can also be done like (during rainy season Water requirement will be 

less as well as in summer season the requirement will be more). 

 

Keywords: Arduino Mega 2560, Finger Print sensor (R305), Water flow Sensors (YF-S201), 

Submersible Pump, and I2C LCD Module. 
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Abstract: 3D Printer is a Desktop Fabrication process that builds up a three-dimensional object from 

computer-aided design. This is generally done by the additive manufacturing process. Here the 
material is successively added layer by layer. The filament used is of a thermoplastic material such as 

ABS, PLA or Nylon. These materials have high tensile strength. These could be recycled using the 
extrusion process. 

The first 3D Printing model was done in 1981 with an application of rapid prototyping. After than 

many varieties of 3D printing have been developed and have introduced a way of simplifying the 

work to be done. This change in the era has led to many developments in society. In today’s time, 
nearly 48 % of the manufacturing companies use 3D Printers as the base for their productivity. The 

produced product is lightweight, cheap and has good strength. Although 3D models are also used in 

Education. Models developed can be used in demonstration and learning purposes. This enhances the 
creativity of civilization.   

The models produced are of better quality hence most of the manufacturing adopts these methods. In 
this project, we have designed a recyclable filament unit for the 3D printing process and a 3D printer 
using fused deposition methodology (FDM).  

Keywords: 3D Printer, Extrusion, Filament, Fused Deposition Method 
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Abstract:  Fully automatic and Semi-Automatic machines available in the market are of high ranges 

and high weights. So, keeping the focus on weight as well as cost, they are not affordable to all (such 

as organization committee of hotels, hospitals, hostels). Hence, there is need to design and develop a 

floor cleaning machine which performs multiple cleaning operations and cost effective.This paper 

explains about a floor cleaner based on microcontroller will be developed. This machine is designed 

in such a way that it is capable of cleaning the area reducing the human effort. The main focus is to 

build and program it in such a way that, it can move around freely and clean a specified area.It 

performs sweeping and mopping operation. Detachable mop is used for mopping. Firstly, it starts and 

performs operation according to the instructions given by user. For obstacle detection and to avoid 

hurdle IR sensors will be used. Motor driver circuit has been used to drive the motors. DC motors will 

be used to move the unit in right and left directions. LCD is used to display the respective 

information. 

Keywords: Automatic, floor cleaning 
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Abstract: As the life span of human being is increasing, the age related diseases are also increasing. 

Lot of time and effort has been spent by the caregivers in taking care of the patients. Giving medicines 

on time is one of the activities the caregiver is involved with. Designing assistive devices will 

decrease the burden on the family and caregivers. In this paper we are proposing self-activated 

medicaments dispensing system to assist the caregivers. This informs patients to take medicine at the 

prescribed time, dispenses the medicines and informs the caregiver if the patient forgets to take the 

medicine within scheduled duration. This system is proposed for people who are aged and patients 

who are suffering from various diseases. The system is designed to make sure that medicine is taken 

on time with right quantity.  

 

Keywords: Dementia,  caregiving, Assistive devices, IoT 
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Abstract: Choice of wavelet is vital for efficient, lossless compression of 3D images. Integer to 

Integer wavelet transforms are useful in achieving efficient lossless compression. This paper studies 

performance of several lifting based integer to integer wavelet transforms that can be used as 

candidate wavelet for lossless compression of 3D images.  About 8 wavelets of different vanishing 

moments and varying computational complexity were chosen.  These wavelets were used in two 

different wavelet based 3D compression techniques to compress two different types of 3D image data 

- 3D Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) and hyperspectral satellite images. Compression ratio / bits 

per pixel were used as metrics for performance comparison.   

 

Keywords: 3D images, MRI, hyperspectral satellite images, integer to integer wavelet transform, 

lossless compression, region of interest (ROI). 
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Abstract: Government offices, public organization, Industries will be announcing lot of schemes 

pertaining to scholarship, jobs etc. for the benefits of the citizens of the nation. Many a times it so 

happens that, the common man who is really in need, will not get to know about these schemes. 

Eventually, he will not able to make use of the facilities available. The paper focuses on providing the 

information to the common people by utilizing the display boards that are available in public places 

like bus stands, railway stations etc. The paper SAMPARK (IoT based product) uses GSM, controller  

& other peripheral devices. This facilitates conveying of the information to the needy and thus helping 

the common man to make use of the opportunities and progress further. 

 

Keywords: IoT, GSM, Controller, Peripheral devices 
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Abstract: Since it can trade off precision for resources, approximation computation is an effective 

solution for error-tolerant applications. For these implementations, addition is a critical fundamental 

function. We proposed in this paper a low-power, high-speed, accuracy-configurable adder with the a 
limited design area. The goal of this brief is to implement a new design method for approximating 

multipliers. To insert differing probability terms, the partial products of the multiplier are modified. 

For the aggregation of altered partial products depending on their likelihood, the logic difficulty of 
approximation is varied. In 16-bit multiplier types, the proposed approximation will be used. The 

proposed multipliers obtain power savings as opposed to an exact multiplier, according to the findings 

of the synthesis. As compared to previous multipliers, they are more precise. The suggested estimated 
multipliers have the lowest mean relative error, which is higher than previous works. In Xilinx 

technology, the proposed multiplier layout is also replicated and purified with high precision, but at 

the expense of more region and power than the proposed design. Xilinx software is used to simulate 

and summarise it. 

 

Keywords: Approximate computing, compressor, multiplier 
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Abstract: Furthermore, many of the computing circuits are simple building blocks. As a result, fast 

adders must be designed and the power in these adders optimized as much as possible simultaneously. 

The most frequently used adder is the Carry Select Adder (CSA), which operates on the pre-

computational theory of the sum and carries the adder in as '0' and '1' for each step. CSA utilizes more 

Ripple Carry Adders (RCA), resulting in unnecessary field development as well as delays as carriage 

extends across all processes. Thus, CSA's general region and energy use are also higher. 
 

This work uses very quick and effective adjustment of the gate-level in order to reduce the Carry 

Select Adder region and time. This modification is based on the 8-, 16-, 16 -bit Carry Select Adder 

square root architecture (Square-Root Carry Select Adder and compares this to the standard Carry 

Select Adder square root architecture. It was built. The proposed configuration decreased the area and 

delay with a slight decrease in time, compared with the conventional Square-Root Carry Select Adder. 

This paper assesses with logical effort the efficiency of the prototypes suggested in dimensions that 

are delay and scope and goods. The study of the results reveals a stronger Carry Select Adder 

structure than the standard Square-Root carry select adder. 
 

Keywords: Convey Save Adder, Carry Select Adder, Ripple Carry Adder, Excess-1 Binary, CSA and 

root square. 
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Abstract: The never-ending evaluation in the fields of IoT and Machine Learning has given rise to a 

variety of environmental-based models. Regardless, the problem of accurately anticipating or 

forecasting the environment persists. Currently, calculating the concentration of PM in bulk is done 

using control stations that are set up in specific locations and can only measure air quality to a certain 

degree. This paper combines time series analysis with internet of things and machine learning 

estimations such as decision trees, random forest regression, and classification algorithms to estimate 

particle matter emission and concentration levels.The internet of things refers to 'things' that are wired 

to the internet (such as sensors and other clever devices). This prognosis approach uses ML 

algorithms and AI techniques to create an evolutionary model of Image Based PM2.5 Concentration 

Prediction using evidence from one of the highest PM2.5 levels observed regions. The Machine 

Learning results revealed that the image estimating methodology measures the PM concentration 

more accurately and with a wider range of precision. 

 

Keywords: Pollution, monitoring, real-time prediction, deployment, prognosis 
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Abstract: Multiplier is a key block in many digital arithmetic applications. The design of VLSI has 

become a major problem for designers to achieve high speed and low power consumption. As the 

multiplier block is powerful and plays an important role in the speed of the circuit, the standardisation 

of the block improves circuit efficiency. The multiplication method is applied by shift and adds 

operation in hardware so as to enhance multiplying by using an effective adder circuit. In this article, 

reduced complexity is suggested to use an efficient and improved Wallace tree multiplier system. 

The paper proposes a new multiplier algorithm for the Wallace tree since it is an effective hardware 

implementation of a two-integer circuit. There are three phases: The parts of the product matrix are 

produced in the first phase. During the second phase, the parts of the product matrix are reduced to 2 

by means of a combination of three wires of the same sizes and insert them into a complete adder in 

the final phase. However, if two wires of the same weight remain, insert them into one half adder or if 

only one wire is left, connect it to the next layer. 

 

Keywords: Adder, Wait, Bring Look Ahead Adder, Multiplier, Multiplicand, Commodity, Wallace 

Tree, Dada, Array. 
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Abstract: Prefix adders similar to Kogge-Stone, Brent-Kung, and Ladner-Fischer are discussed in 

this article. During initialization, N-bit add-ons such as Carry Choose adders and Carry See face 

adders are included. However, because of their superiority over other add-ons, more organisations are 

now using prefix add-ons. Prefix adders should be rapidly and readily interpreted on a local basis. 

When rendering add-ons, the parallel prefix adder is a strategy for increasing the speed of the DSP 

processor. Xilinx 14.1 programme was used to build the Parallel Prefix Adder. In this article, in 

addition to widely-used in industry for high-performance arrays and circuits, different pieces of 

similar prefix adder architectures may be used. 

Keywords−Kogge-Stone, Brent-Kung, and Ladner-Fischer are examples of prefix adders and carry 

operators. 
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Abstract: This article explains Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption In terms of area or 

throughput, the reliability of AES implementation may be. Our priority is to establish an efficient 

platform for the field. The use of BRAM for S-box storage enables the device parts to stay usable for 

the execution of other logic of any program involving our encryption key is also the AES decryption 

mechanism in this core. We have achieved successfully a flexible architecture with just a limited 

percentage of device resources being used and at an even faster pace. But we're going to work to 

strengthen this core's throughput and capacity. Focusing on the target device, clocking methods, 

region restrictions and the application of consecutive transition cycles into a single module and the 

effective use of the compatible BRAMs available could enable this. 

 

Key Words: Advanced Encryption Standard, DPS, BRAM, Area   
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Abstract: For Large Scale Design (VLSI), In this paper, we propose numerical multiplication to 

improve the efficiency of traditional multiplication scales, which is largely based on the transfer 

technique. Taken together, multiplication scales are used to achieve a high degree of precision 

through extensive and precise compromises. The letter Brent-Kung, a piece of the Kogge-Stone adder 

piece has a more accurate trade. The proposed multiplication used, using the Brent-Kung knee shows 

better performance in terms of area, power consumption and speed than the combined multiplication 

based on Kogge-Stone. The Xilinx ISE 13.4 Design Suite is used to execute this addition in VHDL. 

Based on this work, area, delay, and power consumed were multiplied together, as well as 

multiplication based on rotation. When compared to their contemporaries, the simulation results of the 

chosen technology demonstrate a significant improvement in rotation characteristics in terms of 

capacity, area, speed, and energy for the proposed multiplication. The input data transfer pattern and 

the ability to repeated round values have been provided as two important factors for controlling the 

accuracy level of each type of data while keeping the device's cost low. 

 

Keywords: High Efficient, Delay, Power, Area, Approximate Multiplier, Kogge-stone adder 
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Abstract: Air pollution is an alarming concern all over the globe, specifically in highly populated 

countries like India, China etc. PM2.5 is one of the most detrimental components adding to the poor 

AQI. Currently, measuring the concentration of PM in bulk is based on the monitoring stations that 

are setup in localized areas which can only measure the conditions of air to a certain limited extent of 

area. Further, setting up such stations cost a lot with high maintenance. Hence, with the recent expositions 

on PM2 .5 levels jerking up exponentially in our national capital – Delhi, we propose PM2.5 

concentration prognosis strategy for the cognizance of people to take obligatory measures before the 

concern alchemizes into major disaster. By utilizing the data of one of the highest PM2.5 levels 

encountered region, this prognosis uses ML algorithms and AI techniques to construct an evolutionary 

model of Image Based PM2.5 Concentration Prediction. The versatility, validity and reliability of the 

model were verified by comparison with actual data. 

Keywords: Preprocessing, Datasets, Prognosis, Forecast, Humidity, Windsock, Meteorological, Wind 

Velocity, Diffusivities 
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Abstract: Concurrent input vector control Built-In Self-Test systems are an online Built-In Self-Test 

methodology that successfully addresses the issues that occur in both online and offline Built-In Self-

Test. This paper provides a concomitant BIST vector control programme that tracks a number of 

vectors called a vector window that reaches the inputs of the circuit during regular operation. During 

regular circuit operation, the time needed to complete the test operation would be measured depending 

Overhead hardware and overlapping evaluation delay, which demonstrates substantially better 

performance than previous schemes in respect of the overhead equipment and the CTL trade-off. 

 

Keywords: BIST, Effective testing, tracking input vectors. 
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Abstract: Speech signal is basically non-stationary signals and becomes very complex due to addition 

of background noise and reverberation when captured in real acoustic scenarios. Noise adds new 

frequency components and masks large portion of the desired speech. Reducing this Interfering noise 

is a difficult task. This adversely affects perception of the desired speech significantly, especially for 

the hearing impaired listeners. The process of Speech Enhancement (SE) aims to reduce noise 

component and improve quality along with speech intelligibility. In this paper, we present a 

comprehensive review on Speech Enhancement focusing on spectral domain, Deep Neural Network 

(DNN) based enhancement algorithms. Recent algorithms for hearing impaired listeners with 

advantages and limitations are also reviewed. Finally open research problems that need further 

research are identified.  

 

Keywords: Speech enhancement; Speech intelligibility; Speech quality. 
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Abstract: Because of limited power use, designs with reversible logic are gaining popularity in the modern 

market. Reversible logic is critical when designing low power circuits. The Feynman gate, Fredkin gate, Toffoli 

gate, and other essential reversible gates used in reversible logic synthesis are listed below. This paper 

introduces a simple reversible gate that can be used to construct more complex circuits that can be implemented 

in ALUs, sequential circuits, and combinational circuits. It also provides a brief description of how to create 

adjacent circuits with simple, reversible doors such as Peres. This article offers a new fault-resistant multiplier 

circuit that can multiply 2 four-bit numbers. This is based on two thoughts. Parallel portion of the items is 

possible through PG gates and added by a parallel reversible sum consisting of FPGA portals. As a 

consequence, this article provides recommendations for designing more sophisticated tools of reversible logic 

that can handle more difficult tasks. 

 

 Keywords: Waste production, Peres gate, FPGA, Logic, Reversible  
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Abstract: A compressor circuit with low power 4:2 is proposed for short digital integrated arithmetic 

circuits in this article. For multiplier realizations, the 4:2 Compressors has been commonly used. A 

4:2 compressor circuit was built using the new exclusive OR and exclusive NOR modules. The 

proposed circuit shows relatively little energy consumption. Compared to earlier recorded circuits, 

Energy usage and delay were the smallest in the 4-2 compressor circuit. Power consumption and the 

least delay on the proposed circuits. VHDL simulations were carried out. 

 

Keywords: Full-Adder (FA), exclusive OR and exclusive NOR, Compressors 
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Abstract: The availability of memory designs is also a stumbling block for computer systems 

research. Memory compilers are commonly absent from current Process Design Kits (PDKs), and 

costly solutions available commercially include memory circuits with immutable cells, configuring is 

restricted, and stringent licences. Manual development memory circuits are more rigid, time-lagging 

as well as repetitive process. OpenRAM, an open-source memory compiler, defined in this paper 

which enables a development platform, characterizes and verifies memory designs which are 

fabricable in multiple technologies and configurations. It provides an opportunity to conduct research 

in SoC (System-on-Chip) circuits, CAD design and computer architecture. The general way of 

building memory compiler is also defined in our paper. The proposed OpenRAM architecture 

employs 12T SRAM memory cell with 45nm technology which has low power consumption with 

reduced read and write access time and reduced static noise margin over OpenRAM architecture with 

6T memory cell. The proposed architecture is energy efficient and radiation hardened to tolerate 

Single-node Upsets (SEU). The proposed SRAM design in OPENRAM has an improvement of 

execution time by 26.31% and power dissipation by 31.88% as compared to conventional 12T SRAM. 

Also, there is considerable improvement in power dissipation by 66.67% as compared to OpenRAM’s 

6T SRAM cell.  

 

Keywords: OpenRAM, single node upset), memory compilers, 12T SRAM, energy efficient memory, 

Scalable CMOS 
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Abstract: This paper introduces a modern architecture that calculates and multiplies in real time for a 

serial bit multiplier that is remote effective. The key benefit is that the serial bit data results in lower 

area and easier circuits and the use of the compressor enables the serial output of bits per time period. 

The architecture suggested is well suited for serial bit touch. In the downstream optical bit converter 

the planned serial bit multiplier is used. The concept utilises a partial product compressor algorithm 

that eliminates the reliance on a triangular compressor on each data-bit. 

 

Keywords: Signal Synthesis, Downstream Digital Converter, Digital Receiver, Direct Digital 

Frequency Sequencer 
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Abstract: In recent times the concept of smart cities has gained great popularity. Many   companies 

are making the smart city concept real. Consistent efforts are being made in three fields of IoT to 

maximize the productivity and reliability of urban infrastructure. It provides the ability to remotely 

monitoring of devices to control and access the information from massive streams of real-time data. In 

this paper we present an Infrastructure monitoring on Smart city based on IoT. The proposed smart 

city consists of an environment monitoring system. This paper also discusses the high-level 

architecture of the system. Towards the end, paper discuss the working and use that provides the 

correctness of the proposed model. 

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), environment monitoring, sensors, smart city 
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Abstract: As in recent times, there is a drastic change in technology and the environment around us. 

Every sector these days makes their services online for better connectivity with people and fast 

outcomes. So, all people must know the facts of how an e-commerce sector works and how it can help 

to improve the agriculture sector by using this online application. This paper describes how an 

application helps farmers by cutting down the actual process of vending and to implement the new 

digitization technique and make them profitable 

 

Keywords: E-commerce, Farmer, Agriculture 
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Abstract: One of the best concerns with Very Large Scale Integrated and Digital Signal Processing 

applications is that the traditional hybrid multiplier takes tons of hardware and propagation time. The 

delay shall be decided by the rip between the suppliers. Most technologies used in combination 

multipliers rely on the PPSA algorithm, which employs ripple carry adder architecture, for shifting 

and adding paper and pencil. This article suggests the cell-based Combination Carry Save 

architecture, focusing on the delay and region of propagation. A carry-save adder is represented in 

each row. The output is moved to the next section. The suggested architecture is checked by 32-bit 

multiplication, a decrease in total delay, and a field reduction. 

Keywords: Multiplier; shift/add algorithm on paper and pencil; delay in propagation; ripple carry. 
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Abstract: For error-tolerant applications that can withstand any lack of precision in exchange for 

better performance and energy consumption, approximate circuits have been considered. In many 

applications, such as digital signal processing, multipliers are essential arithmetic circuits (DSP). For 

high-performance DSP applications, this paper proposes a novel estimated multiplier with lower 

power consumption and a shorter critical path than conventional multipliers. This work presented a 

precision controlled multiplier with the finished result a carrying maskable adder. By adjusting 

dynamically the length of the carriage spread, the proposed scheme will flexibly choose the span of 

the spread To meet the standards for accuracy. 

 

The suggested system generator approximates the multiplier's partial product structure. For 16 bit 

multiplier setting the conveyor maskable adder and the compressor are used. For region and time 

parameter optimizations, a carry skip adder is used instead of a carry maskable adder as an extension 

of this principle. This enhancement leads to further improvements in a variety of applications. 

 

Keywords: Approximation, Multiplier, Carry maskable adder, Carry skip adder, Partial products 
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Abstract: In this case the pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) has been used extensively in 

simulations, model generation, cryptography and telecommunications of Monte-Carlo. Linear 

PRNGs, such as the linear LFSRs and multiple recursive generators may generate random number 

sequences for long-term periods. As introduced, linear PRNGs efficiently deliver the throughput rate 

and hardware costs, but their linear nature allows random output numbers. Any non-linear PRNGs 

addressed the issue of predictability but had higher hardware costs and a longer processing time. 

 

Nonlinear PRNGs based on chaos were recently suggested with reduced hardware cost. In order to 

extend the device duration and improve the statistical properties of pseudo-random number 

generators, I am introducing a new reseeding-mixing technique. 

  

Keywords: Blending, extension cycle, pseudo-random number generator, reseeding, linear feedback 

transfer, linear congruent power source, carry-look before adding, gate identical. mixing time 

extension. 
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Abstract: Monitoring of pollution in water through connected smart devices is impracticable, still 

being an unexplored and far-fetched domain to investigate. Qualitative identification is typically used 

to depict the visible or aesthetic characteristics of water. Although the underwater environment 

remains unexplored and cumbersome to investigate, due to divergent prodigious activities, an 

underwater fleck detection method is proposed espousing the common visual features of water to 

investigate the underwater particulate matter.  A 3D model of for the proposed navigation unit and an 

application is modelled to determine the average size and volume of the particulate matter from the 

hydro samples collected from the surface, mid, bottom level of a stagnant water body.  The ML model 

is trained and the execution time, model accuracy and loss are analyzed for the proposed system.  

Keywords: Fleck, Underwater, Computer vision, CNN 
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Abstract: Face recognition systems have imprinted its presence in many applications from offices to 

security to daily use as in personal digital gadgets. With many Face recognition systems in use, still 

there is scope for its performance improvement. The performance of such systems suffers due to 

presence of covariates like non-uniform illumination, pose deviations, occlusions, low resolution etc. 

Extracting the region of interest from input face images is very crucial steps in face recognition 

system. We proposed methodology to create a bounding box for every sample face image. This 

bounding box dynamically tries to fit the face image to cover the relevant face features useful for 

recognition purpose. We used a light CNN structure to perform the experiment on MUCT face dataset 

using two different methodologies for extracting region of interests from sample face images using 

bounding box. These are 1) min-max based ROI and 2) eye-reference based ROI. It is observed that 

the proposed eye-reference based face alignment method works better than conventional method of 

min-max based ROI which improves the recognition accuracy. Our future work includes use of other 

structured datasets with various covariates for face recognition. 

 

Keywords: Feature extractor; classification; convolutional neural network; Face   alignment; Facial 

landmarks; Bounding box 
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Abstract: Invention of wireless devices has led to the problem of powering them. The traditional 

methods havebeen less efficient which has led to the establishment of the need of Energy Harvesting 

and Wireless Power Transmission, which are reliable and fast.  In the proposed design, first a 

multiband antenna is proposed, operating at 1.8 GHz, 2.1GHz, and 2.45 GHz. The substrate used is 

FR-4 havingϵr of 4.3. For designing and simulation of the antenna HFSS software has been utilized. 

To enhance the surface current density of the antenna, slots have been carved out on the microstrip 

patch antenna, reducing the return loss, and making it a multiband antenna. Further a 2*1 array has 

been implemented to increase the gain at 2.45 GHz. The S11 parameter for the array achieved is -

24.19 dB and the gain is 9.89 dB.A Greinacher Voltage Doubler based Rectifier circuitis designed in 

Advanced Design System, which can be connected to the antenna array to obtain output voltage of 

3.258V and yields conversion efficiency of 75.79%.The proposed rectenna is suitable for deployment 

as an Energy Harvesting device for a number of different Power Transmission Applications. 

 

Keywords: Array Antenna, Rectenna, Energy Harvesting, Wireless Power Transfer, Antenna Gain, 

Conversion Efficiency. 
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Abstract: A low–resolution image is converted into a high-resolution image in order to improve the 

quality of the image is known as Single image super-resolution. The proposed work is established by 

using an image sharpness algorithm known as the Gradient Profile Sharpness algorithm it is a 

combination of the triangle as well as Gaussian mixture model. They are used to obtain information 

about various categories of gradient profiles. The HR image is generated by the summation of the 

transformed gradient profiles of the input image. The proposed algorithm provides the better quality 

of the HR image, which is obtained by carrying out tests in terms of the output image and 

computation time. Work has been carried out to generate better visual quality output image, as 

compared with the input image. 

 

Keywords: low–resolution image, gradientfield, Frequency details, HR image. 
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Abstract: Driving license checking framework is a significant issue in numerous nations. 

Consequently the biometric based driving permit checking framework is utilized since it is extremely 

simple and helpful to screen. Biometrics suggests estimations related to human characteristics. 

Biometrics affirmation (or reasonable approval) is used in computer programming as a kind of ID and 

access control. It is in like manner used to perceive individuals in bundles that are under perception. 

Biometric identifiers are then obvious, quantifiable characteristics used to name and depict 

individuals. Biometric identifiers are consistently requested as physiological versus social ascribes. 

Physiological ascribes are related to the condition of the body.Biometrics studies commonly include 

unique finger impression, face, iris, voice, mark, and hand calculation acknowledgment and check. 

Among these open biometric characteristics special finger impression ends up being perhaps the best 

characteristic giving great mismatch proportion and furthermore solid.Other characters such as face, 

iris, voice, signature, and hand geometry recognition varies according to ages but fingerprint remains 

the same as age goes on. Hence fingerprint proves to be reliable. By using this biometric based system 

i.e. fingerprint technology to find driving license one can eradicate more time utilization to check all 

vehicles. 
 

Keywords: Fingerprint, Biometrics, Driving license etc 
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Abstract: Mutual coupling between antenna elements is a serious problem when multiple antenna 

elements are mounted in an array. In a microstrip array, a periodic structure is used to prevent mutual 

coupling between machineries. In this paper, the Jerusalem cross periodic structure is projected as an 

efficient interpretation for reducing mutual coupling in a two-element microstrip array antenna. It is 

simulated and fabricated to apply the desired periodic structure on the substrate between the patches. 

The outcomes of simulations are similar to the results of experiments. The outcome of mutual 

coupling is compact as a outcome of this method, according to the results  

Keywords: Microstrip array antenna, EBG Mutual coupling, Jerusalem Cross periodic Structure 
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Abstract: This new method for safeguarding data involves employing cryptographic techniques to 

generate a key that is both secure and efficient. Biometric traits such as the face, fingerprint, hand 

shape, iris, signature, keystroke, and voice are commonly used to extract important information. In the 

event that a biometric key is lost or stolen, the user's biometric is tied to them and cannot be altered. 

In this post, we provided a mechanism for constructing a simple and effective key from a fingerprint. 

It is possible to increase both the extensibility and reliability of cryptography by employing 

cancellable feature vectors. Biometric systems used for cryptography exist in great numbers. In the 

spirit of the earlier concepts of fingerprinting and RSA-2, we provide a proposal for the design of a 

new method for generating cryptographic keys that takes advantage of these concepts. 

 

Keyword: Key, Cryptographic key, Feature Matrix, Fingerprint, RSA-2 
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Abstract: MRI techniques are fundamental and imperative part of medical image processing field. 

The images acquired from the MRI machines are affected by noise. This noise degrades the quality of 

the images. Acquisition of MRI with noise may give erroneous results. Hence to enhance the image 

quality it is necessary to reduce or to remove this noise. To enhance the image quality of MRI a 

plethora of filtering algorithms are available along with the morphological operations. In this paper, 

we have implemented numerous filters like Adaptive Median filter, Median filter, Mean filter, 

Bilateral filter, NLM filter, Gaussian filter and Weiner filter and morphological operations to 

eliminate the noise in the MRI of the spinal cord. Statistical parameters like Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR)and Mean Square Error (MSE) are used to analyze the performance of these filtering 

techniques. NLM filters are found to give the best performance when compared to other filters.  

Morphological operations affect the performance of filters. Application of morphological operations 

before filtering degrades the filter performance while applying them after improves the performance. 

Keywords: Spinal Cord MRI, Noise, Filter, Morphological operations, PSNR 
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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept to connect real world objects (things) remotely and 

monitor them through wireless media. We can automate the same at our homes to make it smarter and 

safer. The focus here is to build smart wireless Home Automation System (HAS) to control the 

electrical appliances through voice (using Google Assistant), or GUI (using smart phone Apps) or a 

cost effective Bluetooth tech device etc. This would ease operating devices especially for the elderly 

or the disabled. The advantage gained by choosing this device over similar existing systems is that the 

user can receive updates and status from the Wi-Fi linked microcontroller controlled system on his 

phone from any distance using internet connectivity. The advantage gained by using this system over 

similar existing systems is that the warnings and status indicators are more accurate. 

 

Keywords: GUI(Graphical User Interface), IoT(Internet of Things), HAS(Home Automation 

System). 
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Abstract: A combination of fundamental filtering and adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) 

technique is proposed for the denoising of a MR images for a multidimensional brain image. Initially, 

the noise level detection is carried out, followed by the filtering process with the application of 

various fundamental filters such as median, Average filter and Wiener filter. Further, Image contrast 

adjustment is performed using adaptive histogram equalization technique. The experimental results 

reveal the best medical MRI filtering method. 
 

Keywords: MRI Image, de-noising, median, average filter, Weiner, component, adaptive histogram 

equalization, , Contrast adjustment. 
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Abstract: In the era of advancement in communication standards, the design of underlying antennas 

are play a vital role. Beamforming antennas or phased-array antennas make use of series of antenna 

elements to control the beams electronically instead of human intervention as in conventional 

antennas. This feature is very important in non-fixed systems such as aircraft and satellite systems. 

Addition to it radiation diagram can also be adjusted therefore antennas can receive more information 

or able to emit the more energy in specific direction than other. This paper presents the 

implementation of massive MIMO phased array design and this Eliminate design problems before 

building hardware also addresses the challenges in the designing of antennas for 5G like increased 

bandwidth, flexible air interface and small  

 

Keywords: massive MIMO, Beamforming antenna, non-fixed system, electronically controlled, 5G. 
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Abstract: In Recent times, Handwritten Digit Recognition is an important issue related to the field of 

Computer Vision and Machine Learning application. The thickness, size, position and direction varies 

in manually written digits. So, several parameter should be consider to solve the issues of handwritten 

digit recognition. Convolutional Neural Network model with Tensorflow and Keras is the best 

solution to recognize the handwritten digits from its input image. The training and testing is done 

using Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology, implemented a CNN classifier to 

predict the pattern of the digits. Keras deep learning library provides a better way to load the dataset. 

The CNN is trained using better Optimizer and Machine learning algorithm. The main objective of 

this paper is to analyze several design aspects like pooling, padding, hidden layers, number of layers, 

stride size, batch size, Kernel size for CNN model based on digit recognition. We are able to get the 

accuracy of 98.68% using CNN model with less Prediction loss.   

 

Keywords: Handwritten digit recognition;Machine Learning; Computer Vision;Convolutional Neural 

Network; Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology.  
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Abstract: Depression is a psychiatric disorder that can become persistent and can result in significant 

obstacles in the person's ability to look after his/her daily activities. At worst it leads to self-harm. 

Depression is a prominent cause of disability and burden worldwide. Machine Learning (ML) is a 

promising area that can trace relationships between variables that humans cannot see or detect using 

conventional analytical approaches. The blend of ML and a large amount of data is an ideal match and 

has enormous potential in medical services. This study aims to review the different neuropsychiatric 

tools that are widely accepted for depression diagnosis and the contribution of machine learning in 

diagnosing depression.  

 

Keywords: Neurological disorders, Depression, Neuropsychiatric Tools, Machine Learning, 

Algorithms. 
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Abstract: The Severe acute Respiratory Syndrome CoronaVirus (SARS-CoV-2) is a noval corona 

virus this is liable for the pandemic which is still on occurring 2021. This virus is originated in bats 

and become transmitted to people is yet unknown intermediating animals in Wuhan, Hubei province, 

China in December 2019. SARS-CoV-2 spreads faster and MERS-CoV however has decrease fatality. 

This disease spreads by inhalation or touch with the swollen droplets and the incubation period 

degrees from fourteen days. Corona virus causes respiratory infection like pneumonia, cold, sneezing, 

and coughing. We examine the concepts like origin, History, morphology, transmission, prevention, 

diognoises. Here we talk over about the worldwide reaction to the Corona viruses disease 2019. 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, Transmission, Prevention, Vaccine. 
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Abstract: The proposed semi-automated robotic system per-forms nasopharyngeal swab and 

oropharyngeal swab for Covid-19 testing. This system is performed under the control of an operator. 

The non-contact swab prevents the operator from being infected. The system consists of a Robotic 

Arm that consists of a swab holder where nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs are placed. The 

swab is controlled remotely by an operator using a mobile application (Blynk app). The operator 

controls the movement of the robotic arm by giving inputs from the mobile application. Also, the 

operator can watch the real-time movements of the patient through the camera. According to the real-

time video, the operator can control the swab movements. A force sensor is used to monitor the force 

generated while collecting the sample. The data from the force sensor is displayed on the mobile 

application so that the operator can control the swab accordingly. The swab holder holds the swab 

during sample collection. After collecting the sample, the swab is placed into a swab collector for 

testing. During the whole process, there is no contact between the operator and the patient and hence 

it is safe. The operator will be provided with a monitor that provides real-time video to control the 

robotic arm movements. The system is experimented on a metallic face model to find how accurate 

the system works. 

 

Keywords: Semi-automated robotic arm, nasopharyngeal swab, oropharyngeal swab, force sensor, 

mobile application(Blynk app). 
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Abstract: The security of the image needs to be warranted when it is directed over Internet. The 

menace can be deliberate or accidental. Guaranteeing security comes with cost. In many of the cases, 

only a tiny portion of the whole image contains the sensitive information and only that portion need to 

be safeguarded. Securing only a small portion of the image is cost-effective, efficient, achievable and 

easier to implement. To do this, various encryption algorithms put together with Steganography 

methods are in use. In this work, securing the face in the photo of an individual using two level of 

encryption is discussed. The face is sliced from the main image and Fractal encryption is applied to 

get cipher image. Additionally, this cipher image is cosine transformed and the recovery information 

is lodged using LSB algorithm. Inspired by this, a little modification is proposed to the existing work 

in which, encryption phase is replaced by Mosaic phase. Mosaic technology is a powerful tool using 

which real sized images can be completely secured using covert communication. Here, mosaic 

technique is utilized to hide only a part of the image. Using this method, faces are swapped by 

Mosaics so that, it is less inclined to Hackers attack. The implementation details and experimental 

results for Mosaiciimage creation are briefly discussed. The results were pleasing with high PSNR, 

less RMSE and high correlation. 

 

Keywords: Image Mosaic; Fractal Images; Cosine transform; LSB hiding 
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Abstract: Cloud computing Platform is a technique that allows several users to do development, 

storage, testing, networking, data exchange and many other business operations virtually using 

software and platform available in cloud instead of scheduling the heavy operations on the CPU. Most 

cloud platform services are controlled by private companies, who charge users according to a distinct 

pricing strategy for each service. Subscription, PAYG and hybrid models applied on cloud platforms 

to charge a customer for service consumption are the most common fixed pricing models now 

employed by most providers. In terms of cost of service utilization, the traditional subscription and 

Pay-as-you-go models are found to be less effective to benefit both the user and the service provider. 

As a result, a new Hybrid model was created, combining techniques from both traditional and hybrid 

models to provide both sides with improved price alternatives and flexibility. The CPEA (Cloud 

Platform Enterprise Agreement) or hybrid pricing model demonstrates to be effective in all cases, 

giving a superior user experience in terms of payment alternatives while also overcoming most of the 

drawbacks associated with conventional fixed pricing models. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Platform, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, Subscription, Pay-As-You-Go, Hybrid pricing model, 

SAP CPEA 
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Abstract: The modern approach for surveillance at remote and border areas using the multifunctional 

autonomous robot for the applications of Defence and Military applications. The ability of this type of 

Unmanned Ground Vehicle is to substitute the soldier at border areas and to provide surveillance. 

This robotic vehicle uses ultrasonic sensors and IR sensors to detect the presence of obstacles for 

autonomous motion. The multisensory robot is used to detect bombs and the presence of humans. 

Conventionally, wireless security robots obsolete due to the limited frequency range and limited 

manual control, but the proposed autonomous robot overcomes these limitations. With rapid advances 

in fields like computer vision and machine learning, the analysis using video has been moving from 

concluding the present state to predicting the future state. Vision-based human recognition is done 

with the help of a real-time camera which recognizes and detects the presence of humans in the 

robot’s surrounding by image processing techniques. This Unmanned Ground Vehicle detects bombs 

and sends the location of the detection, also the robot identifies humans with the help of the Haar 

cascade algorithm and sends the picture of the humans along with the count. When the bomb or 

human is detected by the unmanned ground vehicle, the alert signal will be sent to the user via mail by 

using the IMAP Protocol. We survey the techniques in human recognition and landmine detection. 

This Unmanned Ground Vehicle is designed for reconnaissance as well as surveillance under certain 

circumstances. 

Keywords: Unmanned Ground vehicle, surveillance, multisensory robot, bombs, human recognition, 

Haar Cascade algorithm. 
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Abstract: Proper watering is very much essential for the plants and trees in specifically the crop plants 

in the field. There’s a scarcity of usable water across the globe. Hence the farmer is facing a problem 

with the scarcity of water. We can also observe a huge destruction of crops by the animals, forest fire 

and deforestation. These are the major problems faced by the farmer. The system in this paper is 

designed which has an ATMEGA 328 as the microcontroller. A couple of sensors are integrated into it 

for sensing the moisture of soil depending upon the requirements of the plants and trespassing of 

animals around the field to sense the moisture level of the soil and water it as per the requirement and 

also animals are being sensed whenever they are closer to the plants and create an alarming sound 

which makes the animals to move away from the plants and also provides alert to the owner of the 

land. Thus, through this project we can save the plants by overfeed and underfeed of the water and also 

protect the plants from the animals. This increases the yield of the plants. 

 

Keywords: Moisture, trespassing, animals, yield. 
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Abstract: COVID-19 is a virus that infects people. The world is currently experiencing a pandemic 

caused by a novel coronavirus, so the main goal of this paper is to limit the spread of Covid-19 by 

identifying people who are not wearing any facial masks, as well as to monitor the spread of virus by 

developing an automated hand wash sanitizer. Several methods can help prevent the spread of 

COVID-19, including the use of an appropriate mask to avoid breathing air that may be infected with 

virus particles, as well as touching surfaces with your hands that may contain these same particles, 

such as the various places where you move. Most places have decided to put an individual in charge 

of preventing people from entering from the outside. Verifying that a liquid, for example alcoholic 

gel, is wearing a mask on their face and also applying liquid on their shoes in order to respect the rules 

of admission. The objective of this paper is to assist institutions. In public buildings, shops, 

supermarkets, pharmacies, and many more places sanitizing stations can be used. 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, Coronavirus,Mask, Sanitization. 
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Abstract: Economy of a country highly depends on Agriculture and productivity. Plants getting 

infected with diseases are quite natural but this may lead to huge loss in agriculture production if 

proper care is not taken to find the appropriate disease and apply specific pesticides in time. Therefore 

it is very much necessary to have some automated methods to detect plant leaf diseases which would 

save manual effort and time. Due to advancements in image processing and machine learning 

techniques lots of people proposed a number of automated methods to detect and classify plant leaf 

diseases with different accuracy levels. In this paper we are reviewing a set of recent methods 

proposed in this area. Hence with this we are able to conclude the performances and what future 

improvements can be applied to build efficient systems in future. 
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Abstract: Robotics is a fascinating and rapidly expanding field. Robotics, as an area of engineering, 

is seeing an increase in applications as technology advances. With varied applications, the notion of 

mobile robots is rapidly changing, and the number of mobile robots and their complexities are 

expanding. Path planning, self-localization, and map interpretation are only a few examples of mobile 

robot navigation strategies. Obstacle Avoiding Robots are self-driving mobile robots that avoid 

colliding with unexpected impediments. An Obstacle Avoiding Robot is created in this project. It's an 

Arduino-based robot that avoids collisions by using Ultrasonic range finder sensors. Arduino robot 

that can be controlled by an android phone or tablet using an Android app obtained from the Google 

Play store. The Android application connects to the Bluetooth module and transmits the commands 

that are desired. This robot, which is controlled by an app, can travel in any direction. Despite the fact 

that there are many similar apps available, we designed this project to work with the ANDROID app. 

 

Keywords: Obstacle, navigation, Arduino, ultrasonic sensor. 
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Abstract—Presently, advanced control theory plays a major role in the aircraft system for the control 

of Yaw, Roll and Pitch angles, which was very much necessary for the stabilization of aircraft system. 

Following the works of control system community for aircraft applications this paper concentrates on 

the control of Yaw angle by designing various optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) controllers 

using standard existing tools. The optimal controllers are designed for the aircraft lateral Yaw 

dynamics and the performance of each optimal LQR feedback controllers are tested and validated 

using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and the results are compared with different system 

conditions to select the best optimal LQR feedback controllers in future aircraft control system. 

 

Keywords: γ Path angle Pitch angle, α Angle of attack, Θ Roll angle 
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ABSTARCT:  In the area of Communication, increasing demands on a network with an excessive 

download will saturate its capacity. Many works are going on this in order to control congestion in the 

networks. There are different congestion control mechanisms which helps a network to operate in an 

optimal region of low delay and thereby preventing the network from becoming congested. In this 

project, we direct our attention to variable Length queue limit for Combined Input and Output queued 

(CIOQ) nodes. We propose a simple modification to the drop tail algorithm in which length of queue 

limits is varied to control congestion in network, that case we dynamic change queue length in our 

wired network. The performance of the proposed controlled system is evaluated via NS2 simulator. 

 

Keywords :  CICO; queue length; 
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ABSTRACT : The following paper is based on the design of a multistage- LQR (Linear Quadratic 

Regulator) optimal controllers for an UPFC (Unified Power Flow Controlle). It is amied at providing 

mild, normal &amp; heavy loads with huge range of running situations. The proposed controllers are 

applied and compared for the existing Phillips heffron model with UPFC installed using 

MATLAB/SIMULINK software. 

 

General Terms: Optimal Controllers, UPFC, Operating conditions, Control Strategies, Power 

System. 
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ABSTRACT:  In the present scenario major mine disaster takes place through explosion and fire. The 

proposed system comprises of a Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) sensor, a driver circuit & a Blower 

connected to the LabVIEW. The explosion takes place due to increase in methane concentration 

during this critical situation, the emergency signal is sent to the fire and police department through 

GSM network using LabVIEW. Apart from these safety measures, in case of any personal health 

problem for the miners working underground, a health trigger is provided inside the mine, when the 

trigger is pressed in case of emergency condition the information is sent to the first aid and rescue 

team via LabVIEW to the speakers. 
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Abstract:  The low noise amplifier is the most important component of the radio frequency receiver 

system with a wide range of applications. It is used in radio communication systems, electronic test 

equipment and in medical instruments. This work reviews the design parameters and various 

topologies used in the design of the Low noise amplifier for Wi-Fi applications. This paper provides a 

review on the design parameters and various topologies used in a low noise amplifier for an RF 

wireless receiver. Power, gain and noise performance are the paramount characteristics of a Low 

noise amplifier. Apart from these features, the important parameters which affect when selecting a 

circuit for an LNA are the supply voltage, DC power consumption, linearity, bandwidth, stability, and 

chip area. Thus, this paper aims to find techniques that has characteristics like output matching, input 

matching, high gain, low noise, and low noise figure. 

 

Keywords:  Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), noise figure, gain, linearity, impedance matching, stability. 
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Abstract: Vehicle overloading is one of the main problems which challenging many developing 

countries across the world. The proposed system is designed to prevent overloading on trucks 

automatically which successively ensures the longevity of the trucks and helps establish a safer road 

condition. The designed system monitors the load on the truck in real time and allow the truck to 

move only if the weight regulations are met. The load cell is placed on the chassis and below the 

trailer and is calibrated such that it continuously measures the amount of load that has been loaded 

onto the truck. Once the weight exceeds the permitted weight limit, the proposed mechanism seizes 

the battery and does not allow the user (truck driver) to start the engine. A Gyro sensor is also 

included to turn off the mechanism in case the truck is moving at  an inclination, wherein the load 

might be unequally distributed. The proposed system is simple to design and implement, which is 

better than the current technology of Weigh Bridges used by the government to regulate excess weight 

on trucks, which requires a lot of infrastructure capital and resources. 

 

Keywords-: Atmega2560; Gyro sensor; IoT; Load cell;Overload 
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Abstract: In this, a system is being proposed, which focuses on the concept of how a robot can be 

controlled by the human voice. Voice control robot is just a practical example of controlling motions 

of a simple robot by giving daily used voice commands. In this system, an android app is used as a 

medium for the transmission of human commands to microcontroller. A controller can be interfaced 

with the Bluetooth module through the UART protocol. The speech is received by the android app 

and processed by the voice module. Voice is then converted to text. The microcontroller will further 

process this text, which will take suitable action to regulate the robot. The objective is to design a 

robotic car whose basic movements such as moving forward, turning to left or right can be controlled 

by the human voice. The Hardware Development board used here is the ATmega Arduino board. The 

software part is done in Arduino IDE using Embedded C. Hardware is implemented, and software 

porting is done. Generally, recognition of human voice using some kind of module cost way too 

much. After performing an ample amount of studies on controlling robots, we came to the conclusion 

that yes, there exists a simple and very efficient way to manipulate robots through our voice. This is 

an ergonomic approach for the ease of robotic application. Such types of robots will provide great 

helping hands while performing multiple tasks. The result of our studies also shows that there still 

exists plenty of space for further research and development. And robot is usually an electro-

mechanical machine that is guided by computer and electronic programming. Many robots have been 

built for manufacturing purpose and can be found in factories around the world. Designing of the 

latest inverted ROBOT which can be controlling using an APP for android mobile. And in which we 

use Bluetooth communication to interface Arduino UNO and android. Arduino can be interfaced to 

the Bluetooth module though UART protocol. According to commands received from android the 

robot motion can be controlled. The consistent output of a robotic system along with quality and 

repeatability are unmatched. These robots can be reprogrammable and can be interchanged to provide 

multiple applications. 
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Abstract: Augmentation of thermo-hydraulic characteristics and performance with light size as well as 

moderate cost in, widely used, compact heat exchangers are ever demanding and ongoing research in 

the field of heat exchanger applications. This study reviews the numerical and experimental 

investigations in which different active and passive methods, such as using various types of fin 

geometries, porous fins, fins with Grooves or vortex generators, Nano-fluids are discussed 

meticulously to improve the Thermo-hydraulic effectiveness of plate-fin heat exchangers (PFHE). 

Some useful correlations for the j-factor and friction factor are also discussed. Overall, this review 

will provide the guidance for innovative design of a heat exchanger with plate and fins for various 

uses. 

Keywords-Plate fin, Augmentation, Pressure loss, Fins, Compact 
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Abstract:  In present study experiments were conducted to know the effect and suitable rate of de oiled 

neem seed cake on growth of Chilli plant, where deoiled neem cake was the biodiesel waste used. 

Chilli crop was export to various treatments by changing the application rate of neem cake with four 

replications in randomized block design. Neem seed cake was applied at the onset flowering. Instead 

of applying the neem cake directly, its granular are mixed with the soil. To produced granular, small 

granular machine of capacity 5kg was designed. The results revealed that application of neem cake at 

the rate of 180 g/plant significantly enhance the chilli productivity and morphological parameters.it 

also indicates that deoiled neem seed cake greater potential of being used as organic fertilizer.   

Keywords: Deoiled neem cake, Organic granules , Chilli ,Soil fertility 
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Abstract:  India’s dependence on fossil fuels for transportation in recent years has resulted in 

increased carbon emission. India is among top 20 countries that emits highest amounts of CO2. India 

emits about 2066 million metric tons of CO2 totally and 1.58 metric tons per capita. India accounts for 

the highest number of deaths among G20 nations due to air pollution. A solution to this issue lies in 

alternative forms of transportation such as human powered vehicles.  Speed and efficiency are the 

most important factors in why human powered vehicles are feasible form of alternative transportation. 

The efficiency of Human powered vehicles is further enhanced with the introduction of recumbent 

bikes and trikes. The growing demand for a substitution of non-renewable energy resources has driven 

the world favourable towards the use of Human powered vehicles.  Furtherance in industries has 

propelled global efforts to reduce carbon emissions by promoting human powered vehicles. The 

vehicle’s goal is to improve mobility and at the same time be sustainable and cost effective. Many 

important aspects were soundly deployed such as ergonomics, efficiency, resource utility and 

practicality in the entire design and fabrication of the vehicle. The major requirements objectified are 

safety, efficiency, and performance. The final design is a recumbent bike including an appropriate 

RPS, drive train, braking and steering systems. The frame is made of Aluminium 6061 T6, is attached 

to a rear wheel drive system. 

Keywords: Human Powered; Semi-recumbent bike; Recumbent Angle; Steering; Braking 
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Abstract: Prediction of elongation, roughness, tensile strength yield of a 3D printing material is 

important to boost the benefit and quality. This paper inspects and contrasts most machine learning 

regression strategies to build up a prescient representation, that can anticipate elongation, roughness, 

tensile strength.The 3D Printing material is affected by nine primary boundaries, which are utilized as 

input factors in the dataset such as  layer-height, wall-thickness, infill-density, infill-pattern, nozzle-

temperature, bed-temperature , print-speed, material and  fan-speed. These boundaries influence  

elongation, roughness and tensile strength yield, which are observed as the yieldfactors.The data-set, 

which comprises these input information factors  and yield factors, are gathered over a seven-month 

time frame.In the first place, in light of these factors the finest subset of the data-set is investigated 

with all element subsets in the tests. At that point, the best regression strategy is looked for predicting 

the yields.Hence, the best exhibition of the finest subset, that carries a total arrangement of 

information factors, will be noticed utilizing  best regression  strategy. 

Keywords: 3d printing; machine learning; prediction; regression; elongation; roughness ; tension 

strength  
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Abstract: A novel modeling technique using finite element analysis to mimic the mechanoresponse 

of cell-laden biomaterial is proposed for the use in bioinks and other tissue engineering applications. 

Here a hydrogel-based composite biomaterial specimen was used consisting of 5% (V/V) HeLa cells 

added to alginate solution (4% W/V) and another specimen with no living cell present in alginate 

solution(4% W/V). Tensile test experiments were performed on both the samples with a load cell of 

25 N. The specimens were bioprinted using an in-house developed three-dimensional (3D) bioprinter. 

To allow for the non-linear hyperelastic behavior of the specimen, the specimens were loaded very 

slowly, at rates of 0.1 mm/min and 0.5 mm/min, during the tensile test, respectively. The microscale 

finite element models developed in Ansys were loaded with similar load rates and their responses 

were recorded. Both the model results were validated with the experiment results. An excellent 

agreement between the finite element model and the tensile test experiment was observed under the 

same mechanical stimuli. Hence, the study reveals that bioprinted scaffolds can be virtually modeled 

to obtain their mechanical characteristics beforehand. 

Keywords: Finite element modeling; Biomaterial; Bioprinting; Tissue engineering, Biomimicking. 
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Abstract: The current work explores the influence of process parameters such as mesh size and 

volume fraction of abrasives with number of passes, on the interior surface quality of a pre machined 

component by extrusion honing process. The finishing process is highly flexible and unconventional 

while modifying the surfaces in case of miniature components involving complex profiles. The 

method is extensively used to deburr, polish, edge contour and removing recast layers by producing 

compressive stresses. By, the pressurized flow of semi viscous abrasive laden across the surface to be 

processed. The experimental study has been carried out on Inconel-625 alloy by one way EH process, 

with the carrier medium silicone polymer blended with SiC as abrasives. Experiments are planned by 

constructing L27 orthogonal array for the factors such as mesh number 36, 54, 60 and volume fraction 

35, 40, 45 % of abrasives followed by number of passes 5, 10 and 15. Also, the study focuses in 

developing a regression model, training neural network and comparison of experimental Ra with both 

regression and ANN model. The prediction of Ra is accomplished by developing a linear regression 

model and a feed forward back propagation neural network model. 

 

Key words: Extrusion honing (EH), Surface finish (SF), Material removal (MR), Artificial neural 

network (ANN), Abrasives.  
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Abstract: Most of Aerospace and Automobile components fail due to surface cracks, fatigue and higher 

tensile residual stresses. Shot peening is a one of the cost economic surface treatment process used to 

enhance mechanical properties by avoiding early failures. Shots of round shape are made to impinge 

on the component which causes plastic deformation. Due to strain hardening effect shot peening 

induces compressive residual stresses on the surface. Repetitive impact of shots modifies the 

crystalline structure by causing compactness of the atoms. This Beneficial residual stress prevents 

failure of components. In this study Air blast shot peening machine was used to conduct shot peening 

process with optimized parameters on Al6061- Tib2 developed Composites. After conducting shot 

peening process various mechanical properties such as hardness, surface roughness, microstructure, 

fatigue life and Compressive residual stresses were analysed. It is evident that controlled shot peening 

process enhances mechanical properties.  

Keywords- Shot Peening process, Al6061-Tib2, Residual stress 
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Abstract:  Solar energy is the most widely utilised renewable energy. In contrast to fixed solar panels, 

through solar-tracking system, they can harvest an ample amount of energy hence, the solar panel’s 

workability much added efficient. The efficiency of the solar panel is due to its perpendicular 

proportionality with the sun's rays that fall on the surface. This report contains information about the 

design and construction of multi axis solar tracker. This kind of Innovative prototype model can be 

developed for residential purpose. The Arduino-uno based microcontroller is used in the main control 

circuit of tracking unit. The programming of this system is performed in such a way that the LDR 

sensor, in response to the detection of solar radiations, directs the DC Motor in which direction the 

solar panel will rotate according to sun movement. The solar panel is then mounted in such a way that 

it receives the greatest amount of sun rays possible. Tracking solar radiation improves in the extra 

projection of the panel to the Sun with enhanced energy production. 

Keywords:  Solar panel, Tracking system, Arduino Uno, LDR sensor; 
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Abstract:  The work carried out was on a special purpose grinding CNC machine- Meccanodora 
Cimat C-661, a 3axis PC based CNC controller having maximum speed of 40,000 RPM. When the 

project to modify the CIMAT C-661 ID grinder CNC machine tool was proposed, the machine tool, 

process and modification plan were studied. The company's requirement was to grind the inner 
surface of the rotary sleeve valve in the ID grinder to a very high surface finish (0.5 – 0.6 Microns) 

and high precision, so a new ID grinder CNC was needed. As the new machine would be too 

expensive, the company considered modifying the existing ID grinding C-661CNC to a general-

purpose ID grinding CNC, which makes it cost-effective and suitable for grinding rotary sleeve valves 
and other cylindrical parts. A special fixture design was required for holding the sleeve valve that 

would serve the requirement. Therefore, a collet type of fixture was designed which will self-lock the 

sleeve valve with the existing setup. The designed automatic clamping system with collet fixture 
reduced human intervention which were often prone to errors. Therefore, considering all the design 

aspect, the special purpose magnetic type of fixture made up of chrome vanadium alloy spring steel 

0.50%C was replaced with a collet type of fixture. This in turn has found to reduce the total cost for 
new machine providing maximum benefits in terms of company and customer.  

Keywords: CNC Internal grinding (ID) machine, Fixture, Sleeve valve, Magnetic fixture, Collet 

fixture. 
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Abstract: The present investigation focuses on the development of economical transplanter in order to 
contribute towards increased productivity by reducing the man power required for cultivation. It is 

evident from the statistics that India secures second rank in vegetable production. However, the 

average yield is comparatively lower than many Asian countries. It is due to the fact that transplanting 
operation is carried by hand which is identified as labour-intensive work that involves large 

investment on labour and time. In order to overcome the difficulties involved in manual 

transplantation, a semi-automatic transplanter is developed by considering the morphological 
parameters of various seedlings in addition to agronomical requirements. The transplanter is also 

developed considering the ergonomical requirements of the farmer in order to ease the plantation 

activity. The jaw mechanism provided at the bottom of the drop tube is the important component of 

the transplanter that leads to proper transplantation of the seedling. The transplanter developed is 
subjected to experimentation by planting chilli seedlings on both mulch and bare bed. The 

performance of the transplanter is found to be adequate for transplantation of various seedlings under 
different field conditions.      

Keywords:transplanter; seedlings; morphological parameters; drop tube; jaw mechanism 
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Abstract — About 1/3rd of the world work-force are now employed in the field of agriculture and 

amount is steadily falling only due to economic crisis faced by the farmers. The major reason for 

this particular loss is due to lacunas in the technology adopted in the field of Agriculture. The 

continuous usage of crops and also using the fertilizer again and again causes significant decline in 

productivity of the soil and it also effects environment too. Due to Improper usage of irrigation 

system which results in the wastage of water. This paper gives a glimpse on how the soil efficiency 

can be streamlined by implementing the present technology like IoT (Internet of Things) in the 

current existing system. Specifically, the paper describes four key features which makes farming 

easier. One of those is to recognize the measure of soil supplements like nutrients and also natural 

conditions. The key supplements that are responsible for plant development are Nitrogen, 

phosphorous and potassium. The moisture of soil, pH level and natural conditions likewise impacts 

the profitability of producing crops. Proper use the drip irrigation system saves a lot of water and 

also gives better yields. In this work, the framework fused with different synthetic compounds and 

to report level of NPK, level of pH, Temperature of the soil, moisture level of the soil, climate 

conjecture and the utilization of computerized drip irrigation water system framework using 

sensors. In the system proposed, the sample soil is taken as input to perform chemical reaction, later 

color sensors senses the changes that occur due to chemical reactions and it is decoded by 

colorimetry technique. The sensed data will be utilized to develop an android application based on 

the suggestions and test report. In order to monitor the soil temperature, humidity and water saving 

irrigation we have installed a wireless irrigation control system in each of the irrigation 

management. A valve regulator is automatically turned on for water to flow through the water 

system (drip irrigation system), in this way decreasing wastage of water. This paper has proposed a 

logical method to build up a robust, completely computerized and minimal effort savvy cultivating 

farming solution to suit the financial states of limited scope ranchers in agricultural nations. 

 

Keywords – Soil, Nutrients, Agriculture, NPK level, pH level, soil moisture level, Arduino, 

Automated Drip Irrigation System. 
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Abstract: This article presents the numerical modeling of Charpy impact damage in woven composite 

laminates. Simulations of low velocity flatwise Charpy impact performed on carbon/aramid hybrid 

laminates is performed. The modeling is based on RVE microscale property homogenization in 

ANSYS Workbench followed by macroscale impact analysis in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT. The damage 

propagation was determined using the Hashin failure criteria. The numerically predicted results were 

validated against experimental data. The results provided by the modeling are in good correlation with 

the experimental observations in terms of absorbed energy and impact strength.  

Keywords:  Woven composites, Hybrid laminates, Impact strength, Explicit modeling 
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Abstract: In the present research  paper an effort is made to understand the effect ofjute fiber  and 

boron carbide reinforcement  with epoxy resin on various mechanical properties ofthe complex 

composite are investigated. Boron carbide is considered as one of the hardest materialgenerally used 

in engineering materialsapplications andthis boron carbide is used forreinforcement of composite 

materials in complex polymer composites, this complex composite has its  major use in the 

manufacture of aerospace polymer components, automobile polymer composites,  and also in ballistic 

industries [1].  

Boron carbide reinforced epoxy resin matrix (lapox L12) compositesis mixed with different ratios of 

weighted  proportions of jute fiber. These jute fibers, boron carbide reinforced resin matrix composite 

were fabricatedby glassmoulds techniques. [2] The materials like jute, boron carbide added to the 

resin matrix help improving operating properties of this new composite. The present experimental 

study focuses to study the Mechanical properties and its behavior of the polymer composite under 

various loading conditions with the varied degrees of reinforcement in the  polymer. Different 

mechanical properties like flexure and hardness behavior of the composites have been studied. 

Various mechanical investigations andtests were carried out using tensometer to measure the tensile 

strength androckwell hardness test to evaluate the hardness of the composite material. [3] TheEpoxy 

resin (matrix) is mixed with processed jute fiber in proportion of variations of 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 

2%.  It is observed that, with increase in the proportion of jute fiber content the surface hardness of 

the composite material decreases but the flexural test with increase in filler content will increase the 

bending strength. In this present research article on resin based reinforced composite material an 

attempt is made to understand the mechanical behavior on reinforced Epoxy composites. In 

thispresent study the epoxy based composite material was fabricated without any filler material and is 

compared with the jute fiber filled boron carbide Reinforced Epoxy resin composite.  

Keyword: Boron carbide, Epoxy resin, Jute fiber, Flexure Strength, Hardness. 
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Abstract: The properties of the ferrous based materials can be modified by altering the composition 

and/or by adding elements or subjecting them to many heat treatments processes to suit for specific 

engineering applications. Further, the effort can also be made to vary the mechanical and tribological 

behavior of the steel group materials by means of controlling the rate of cooling during solidification 

of the liquid melt. Many researchers made an effort to modify the material characteristics by altering 

the cooling rate on tool steel materials. Many investigators made an attempt to improve the properties 

by adding alloying elements to the carbon steel materials and reported the results. But very few 

researchers studied on rate of cooling during solidification of the liquid melt which is achieved 

through by using different chills. Hence further investigation is necessary to observe the characteristic 

behavioural changes when the material subjected to different rates of cooling where phase 

transformation occurs from liquid to solid. In the present research an attempt has been made to tailor 

the engineering properties of the ASTM grade plain carbon steel group material by providing chilling 

effect to the liquid melt during its solidification and to study its wear characteristics. Research 

reported that the high wear resistance shown in chilled cast specimens relative to its un-chilled cast 

samples and higher wear resistance and hardness obtained in water cooled chilled cast specimens due 

to metallurgical changes observed in microstructure of water cooled copper chilled cast specimen. 
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